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BISHOP'S DREAM IS REALIZED IN TUCSON
Main entrance to Regina
Cleri Seminary. The adminis-
tration offices will occupy the
first floor. The Priests' quar-
ters and school faculty are
located on the second floor of
this building. Note the two
shrines in honor of the Sacred
Heart and Saint Joseph. A
large statue of Regina Cleri
(Queen of the Clergy) will
occupy the space immediately
above the entrance.
On Wednesday morning, June 15, 1955
the Most Reverend Daniel J. Gercke, ac-
companied by a small group of priests
from his diocese, began what was to
be a beginning of the final chapter in
the growth of the Diocese of Tucson.
As the hot Arizona sun beat down up'on
the desert waste-land, Bishop Gercke
turned the first soil for the founda-
tion of what will prove to be the
diocese's greatest asset-the new Re-
gina Cleri Seminary.
Ground Breaking
On this memorable occasion, the
Bishop's words typified his feeling:
"Thanks be to God for this day . . .
I turn the soil, the good people of the
diocese will build the seminary. May
God bless them for their loyalty and
devotion in the many priests whom
they shall send through this seminary."
In May, 1954, the Charles J. Francis
Company and its three representatives
set up headquarters in the city of Tuc-
son to lay the ground work for a cam-
paign which would begin in January
and last for six weeks of intensive
build up. All the parishes of the
diocese took part in this campaign and
on Feb. 20, the hand-picked men of
each parish began their solicitation of
all parishioners. This solicitation period
lasted only two hours and at the end
of the day the people of the diocese
pledged over two million dollars for the
new seminary. By next March it is
hoped that seventy-five per cent of the
original amount pledged will have been
collected. The laity was kept ever con-
scious of the building of the Regina
Cleri Seminary by means of a highly
concentrated and vigorous publicity
program.
Seminary A Necessity
The need for a seminary in Arizona
was momentous. Over ninety-five per-
cent of the priests working in the
diocese, that is, diocesan priests, were
from other sections of the United
States or Ireland. If a Southern Ari-
zona boy had a vocation it was neces-
sary for him to travel either to Los
Angeles or to some other far point
for his education. As a result, the na-
tive sons of Arizona in the ranks of the
clergy were few. Moreover, the only
manner in which to overcome this
problem was to have a diocesan semi-
nary in the state. It is now the hope
and dream of the Bishop and clergy
that the ranks of the diocesan priest-
hood will be vastly increased to meet
the fast growing population of Arizona.
Again, all the faithful of the diocese
have taken a great interest in the
seminary and there is no doubt that
this has a profound effect in fostering
more vocations within their own homes.
Opening
Regina Cleri Seminary opened on
Sep. 10 with an enrollment of twenty-
seven students. These students entered
the first year of high school. Each
succeeding year will find a new class
initiated at the seminary, until the
top class will have completed the sec-
ond year of college. At the beginning it
was thought that the first two years
of high school would enroll at the
seminary, however, after due consider-
ation it was thought best to have only
the ninth grade enter the seminary and
then to increase a grade each year.
The seminary as it now stands can
adequately house one hundred and fifty
students. Needless to say, some of the
present wings will remain unoccupied
for about two or three years.
Faculty
The seminary faculty consists of
Father William Mahoney, Superior,
and his assistants are Fathers Manuel
Pelliteri and John Burger. The Minim
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Archbishop Vehr Honored At Dedication
This aerial view of St. Thomas' Seminary, Denver, shows the new St. Pius X Addition at lower right, with the class-
room-dormitory building at left and library at extreme right. The administration building is at left, adjoining the
tower, with the chapel extending at right angles from the tower. The refectory, with kitchen attached, adjoins the
chapel building. At top center is the "old red brick," the original St. Thomas' Seminary building on the site, erected in
1907.
On Sunday, June the tenth, Denver
played host to the largest assembly of
the Hierarchy in the city's history.
Forty members of the American Epis-
copate led by James Cardinal McIntyre
of Los Angeles attended the observance
of the Silver Episcopal Jubilee of
Archbishop Urban J. Vehr and the
dedication of the new St. Pius the
Tenth addition to 'St. Thomas Semi-
nary.
Solemn Mass
Archbishop Vehr's Solemn Mass of
Thanksgiving was celebrated outdoors
on a raised platform which was con-
structed in the seminary quadrangle.
In addition to the hundreds of mon-
signori, priests and sisters, who at-
tended the Mass and the celebration,
eight thousand chairs were set up to
accommodate a great part of the laity.
Archbishop Karl J. Alter of Cin-
cinnati, Archbishop Vehr's native city,
delivered the sermon at the Mass. He
paid tribute to Archbishop Vehr's many
accomplishments during twenty-five
years in Denver and counted the St.
Pius seminary addition as one of the
Denver prelate's "most notable achieve-
ments." "Few seminaries can match
St. Thomas Seminary," said Archbishop
Alter, '. .. and a large measure of credit
belongs to Bishop Tihen (Archbishop
Vehr's predecessor), Archbishopl Vehr,
and to the Vincentian Fathers under
whose auspices the seminary is con-
ducted."
Past History
We might here for a moment digress
somewhat and look back fifty years to
see the important part our con-
freres played in the founding and es-
tablishing of St. Thomas Seminary.
In 1906 Fr. Thomas Shaw, C. M. ap-
proached Bishop Nicholas Matz for
permission to open a Vincentian House
of Studies in Denver. Bishop' Matz con-
sented, but urged that they undertake
and manage a diocesan seminary. This
they agreed to do, and in the spring
of the same year, the Rev. Joseph Mar-
tin, C. M., accompanied by four Vin-
centian students of Theology, came to
Denver and chose and purchased the
present site.
Building operations were commenced
in the spring of 1907 but it was not
until October, 1908 that the first semi-
nary building was opened for ad-
mission to students. The first presi-
dent was the Very Rev. Thomas Levan,
C. M.
The Very Rev. John Cronin, C. M.
succeeded Father Levan in the presi-
dency in 1911. Father Cronin gave nine
years of his life in this capacity and
his firm but kindly and spiritually
skillful guidance was evident through-
out those years. His name is remem-
bered gratefully by many of the
clergy of the diocese. In Sep. 1920, the
Very Rev. William Barr, C. M., suc-
ceeded to the presidency. The time was
ripe for a program of expansion, for
during the next two years the capacity
of the original dormitory and study was
reached. And so the seminary expand-
ed. Other men who have held the post
of president of St. Thomas Seminary
are: Francis X. McCabe, C. M., in
1926, William Brennan, C. M., 1927,
Daniel Coyne, C. M., 1933, George Tol-
man, C. M., 1942, Francis Koeper, C.
M., 1946, and the Very Rev. William
Kenneally, C. M., who was assigned in
1948 and is still the present rector,
whose presidency has witnessed the
flowering of the greater St. Thomas
Seminary.
New Addition
The two large new buildings which
form the St. Pius the Tenth addi-
(Continued on Page Four)
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CONSTRUCTION BEGUN ON LABOURE CLINIC
New Laboure Clinic begins to take shape in Pagedale. This is the architects' drawing of the $1,000,000 addition for
short-term psychiatric patients. It will accommodate 500 patients a year, and be finished in 1958.
The Development Program of St.
Vincent's Hospital, St. Louis, was in-
evitable one hundred years ago, when
the Daughters of Charity of St. Vin-
cent de Paul began nursing the men-
tally ill in the St. Louis area.
In this century of service, St. Vin-
cent's expansion problems have grown
in direct proportion to the growing in-
cidence of mental illness. The Develop-
ment Program is an attempt to consoli-
date, in this year 1956, the well-plotted,
but financially unobtainable objectives
that have accumulated throughout the
years. The Program is the sincere self-
less response of the Hospital's govern-
ing body to a problem that ultimately
addresses itself to the care of sick
minds but which must be solved large-
ly in terms of capital fund expendi-
tures. Consequently, this has resulted
in the Sisters' first public appeal for
funds.
Development Program
St. Vincent's has charted a mas-
ter plan for expansion which is aimed
to be completed in 1958. Because this
expansion includes such matters as
enlarging the professional staff, ex-
panding the nursing education pro-
gram, research activities and a sub-
sidized charity program-all this in
addition to certain basic capital fund
needs-it is called the Development
Program.
Ground Breaking
Three years ago an outstanding
group of St. Louis area laymen initiated
a fund-raising drive with a stated goal
of $2,400,000. This huge sum fell con-
siderably short, but a sufficient amount
of the money was subscribed to enable
the ground-breaking in June of this
year for the seventy-five bed Laboure
Clinic, perhaps the most important
step in the Development Program.
Early Diagnosis
The Laboure Clinic will specialize in
the prevention, early diagnosis and
treatment of mental and emotional
illness-as opp'osed to extended hos-
pitalization. It will service an esti-
mated 500 individuals a year. "Ex-
tended hospitalization" refers to a con-
dition existing due to a shortage of
professional personnel and other facil-
ities basic to treatment of mental ill-
ness. However, at St. Vincent's, they
are abundantly blessed with staff and
facilities for carrying out their basic
mission; three-fourths of their patients
leave the hospital after six to eight
weeks. The other fourth of the patients
fall under a continued care classifica-
tion and involve mainly aged individ-
uals. Although this is quite a record,
at the same time the staff realizes that
the key to licking the gigantic prob-
lem of mental illness is heading off the
illness before it gets to a point where
hospitalization becomes necessary.
That's where the "prevention" and
"early diagnosis" factors of the Laboure
Clinic become significant.
This clinic, a separate building, will
be administered and professionally
staffed within the framework of St.
Vincent's present treatment regime. It
will not be a separate hospital; its
function will only be slightly different.
Whereas St. Vincent's admissions are
roughly 700 a year for 250 beds, the
Laboure Clinic, as mentioned, will
handle 500 patients with 75 beds. The
turnover will be greater, in other
words.
A Functional Unit
The Laboure Clinic was designed by
Maguolo and Quick architects in con-
sultation with Sister Anne Aycock,
St. Vincent's administrator, who is a
nationally recognized authority in the
field of psychiatric work and especially
psychiatric nursing. Sister Anne's ex-
perience in building the Rosary Clinic
addition to De Paul Hospital in New
Orleans was invaluable in planning the
Laboure Clinic, a highly functional
psychiatric unit. The building is
scheduled for completion early in 1958.
St. Vincent's Rehabilitated
The Developnnt Program further
provides for the rehabilitation of the
sixty year old St. Vincent's. This pro-
ject alone aims at the relocation and
centralization of diagnostic, clinical,
and treatment facilities in order to
better classify and treat pa-
tients according to the degree of
their illness. It will also serve as a
strategic base of operations for service
common to both the hospital and the
new treatment center. In addition it
will include remodeled and expanded
safety measures. Finally, it will mod-
ernize and brighten the entire structure
and thus aid in the furthering of pa-
tient morale and public education.
The Program will also include a
Therapeutic Activities Center to aug-
ment parallel outdoor activities such
as truck and landscape gardening, golf,
tennis, and other like endeavors.
In consideration of the patient load,
St. Vincent's further desires more pro-
fessional personnel and an in-service
training program for the non-profes-
sional personnel.
Expansion of Nursing Education
Another major problem which the
Program deals with is that of expand-
ing the nursing education phase. This
will have to be done to meet the de-
mands of Mid-western hospitals which
wish to affiliate with St. Vincent's psy-
chiatric school of nursing. As it stands
now this school trains annually some
300 student nurses. Here too, the facili-
ties and staff are adequate, but, secon-
(Continued on Page Four)
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Formosa Mission Personnel Is Increased
Dedication
(Continued from Page Two)
tion are a dormitory-classroom build-
ing and a library. The seminary now
has facilities for about 250 students.
The dormitory-classroom building in-
cludes nine individual student rooms,
twelve faculty suites and five class-
rooms with auxiliary facilities. This
new building is connected to the old
building by an enclosed cloister walk
sixty feet long. The building is three
stories high with a full above-ground
basement making four stories in all.
The basement and the second and third
floors include two faculty suites at
each end. In the basement itself are
twenty-six student rooms. The rest of
the basement includes such facilities as
a boiler room, laundry, lavatories and
a barber shop. The building also has
two elevators, one for freight and one
for passengers.
Library
At the south-west end of the first
floor is the library. It is divided into
two parts, a reading room and book
stacks. The book-stack section has
shelving sufficient for 63,000 books. An
electric dumb-waiter from the first
to the second story of the stack sec-
tion facilitates the librarian's work of
moving books from one floor to the
other.
A new garage is located just east of
the new dormitory-classroom building.
It can accommodate five cars.
The cost of the new addition is es-
timated at $1,500,000.
Laboure Clinic
(Continued from Page Three)
darily due to a lack of capital and
primarily due to the pressing need for
more psychiatric nurses throughout the
nation, the hospital will need a larger
amount of living quarters for the in-
crease of student nurses.
Other phases of the Program will
supply for research in diverse fields of
therapy and a subsidized charity pro-
gram.
Having treated, during 1955, patients
from twenty of the States, St. Vincent's
-one of the few private non-profit
psychiatric hospitals in the country--
submits that its treatment program
rests on more than a local base. The
Hospital feels, therefore, that it has
earned the right to approach for aid
those organizations that seek, in one
way or another, to improve the general
well-being of humanity.
Rev. Carl Callier, C.M. Rev. Edward Gallagher, C.M.
Formosa Bound-
St. Vincent de Paul had an ardent interest in the foreign missions. His
zeal stretched far beyond the boundaries of Europe: Egypt, Syria, Persia, and
especially North and East Africa were all objects of his care. Part of his
solicitude was due to a strong fear that Europe was on the verge of losing the
Faith; but his more dominant motive was pure love for souls, in this case
infidel souls.
The Congregation of the Mission in general, and our Western Province of the
United States in particular, today carry on the task begun by St. Vincent of
fostering the foreign missions. To our province has been entrusted a part of
the island of Formosa, though we wait anxiously for the day when our missioners
can return to the mainland of China.
A Warm Welcome
The people of Formosa for the most part have given a warm welcome to
our missioners: thousands are being converted. Such a reception means that
more priests are needed to reinforce the six American Vincentians already at
work on the island. So in November of this year Fathers Carl Callier and Ed-
ward Gallagher, both native St. Louisians and both former professors at St.
Vincent College in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, will arrive in Formosa to help
carry on the work.
A Rare Chance
Last year Bishop Charles Quinn, C. M., one of our missioners on the island who
is at present visiting in the United States, commented well on the golden op-
portunity which the two new missioners will find available on Formosa for
spreading the Faith. "Rarely does it happen," Bishop Quinn said, "that so
many people are gathered in a particular area, as is now the situation in For-
mosa. Likewise does it rarely'happen that so many missioners-and many more
are needed-are present. Refugees from Red tyranny, the people are searching
for the best security, and they are finding it in God. If more priests were
available, the number of converts would increase greatly. Throughout the island
the missioners are working together as much as possible. They are taking ad-
vantage of the opportunities there now. If and when a return to the main-
land is made, this will be all for the good, for the priests and people are
from all places in that area."
Fathers Callier and Gallagher will work in the Prefecture of Kaohsiung, which
is located in Southwest Formosa. There the American Vincentians staff three
Chinese National missions. The Chinese Nationals, who have recently come
from the mainland, are one of the three great national groups on the island.
The other two are the Aborigines, the oldest group who have settled on the
eastern coast of the island, and the Taiwanese, the descendants of those
Chinese who immigrated from the mainland centuries ago. Conversions are
(Continued on Page Ten)
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The Barrens:
We wish to extend a welcome to Father Vincent Ahearne
who is now engaged in parish work in the Western Provinceo Father
Ahearne was formerly a professor at Sybil Hill, St. PaulAs College,
Dublin~ Father also was in parish work which brought him to England
during the summer.
St. John's Seminary:
Classes for the high school students began on Septem-
ber 5th. The college students started on September 10th. The en-
rollment at the seminary this year was quite large. There are 56
freshmen, 29 sophomores, 12 juniors, and 15 seniorso College I has
an enrollment of 19 and College II started with 8 students.
PROVINCIAL APPOINTMENTS FOR 1956
St. Louis;
Provincial House: Father John Murphy, Military Service,
Bethany;
St. Francis Seminary: Father Louis Bereswill.
Camarillot
St. John's Seminary: Father Charles Miller.
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Kansas City:
St. Johnis Seminary Father Robert Corcoran, Father
Glennon Figgeo.
St. Vincent s Church: Father Walter Cook, Superior.
LaSalle:
St. Patrick's Churcht Father Bernard Degan, Superior.
Los Angeles
Ste Vincent's Church: Father John Clark, Novena Band.
Lemont: St. Vincent Seminary of Fournier Institutes Rev. Mr.
Lee Trapp.
New Orleans:
St. Katherinelas Church: Father Thomas Wesner, Superior.
Long Beach:
Sto Thomas Church: Father Preston Murphy.
Perryvilles
St. Mary's Seminary: Father Oscar Miller, Father
William Lynch.
Assumption-St. Boniface Church: Father Vincent Ahearneo
Sto Louis:
Kenrick Seminary: Father Nicholas Persich, Superior,
Father John Lohr, Father Francis Pansini, Father Edward
Rowland
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary: Father Edward Mullin,
Father James Nouws, Father William Gillespie, Father
Stafford Poole.
St. Vincent's Church: Father Joseph Edwards, City
Hospital, Father Edward Roche, De Paul Hospital, Father
Raymond Harvey, Marillac Seminary.
San Antonio:
St. John's Seminary: Father John Vidal, Father Alphonse
Hoernig, Father Kenneth Grass.
Assumption Seminary: Father James Fischer, Father James
Towns o
St. Leo's Church: Father Oscar Huber, Superiors Father
Francis-Ray Ruiz, Father Leo Ebisch, Father Jose Mejac,
Father Raymond O'Brien (Losoya).
Cotulla:
Sacred Heart Church: Father Van Lare, Pastor.
San Fernando:
Seminary of Our Lady Queen of the Angels: Father Rudolph
Miller, Father Thomas Jordan.
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Tucson:
Regina Cleri Seminary: Father William Mahoney, Superior,
Father Manuel Pelliteri, Father John Burger.
Formosa:
Father Carl Callier, Father Edward Gallagher.
Rome: Father Bruce Vawter.
APPOINTMENT LIST FOR
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY 1956
Sister Marie Dubuisson from Holy Infancy, Austin~ will be sailing for
Paris as the American Secretary. Sister Clara Kuhn from O'Connor
Hospital, San Jose, will replace Sister Marie.
Sister Beatrice Brown from Marillac House, Chicago, has been appoint-
ed to a very important position of the Catholic School Board of St.
Louis; she is replaced by Sister Rosalie Larson.
A new school has been opened in Lake Zurich. It is to be staffed by
Sister Lucina Hite, Sister Servant, Sister Rose Marie Croce, Sister
Jane Walz, Sister Hilda McGinnis. Sister Teresa Huber from St.
Stephen School will replace Sister Lucina as Sister Servant in La
Salle,
The Price High School has developed to such an extent that two new
sisters were added to the staff; namely, Sister Hilary Randall and
Sister Catherine Junkin.
The Marion School in Montebello which is also expanding has two ad-
ditional sisters; namely, Sister Mary Alice Dillon and Sister Eleanor
Miget.
As the mission of Japan is in need of help two sisters; namely, Sister
Loretto Gettemier and Sister Catherine Sibille will sail for the
Orient the latter part of October,
Sister Augustine Miget and Sister Stephanie Johnson from R 0oCO 0
have been replaced by Sister Janice Neimeyer and Sister Teresa
Winkero Sister Augustine has gone to Sto Joseph School, Natchez;
and Sister Stephanie to Maryvale.
Sister Magdalen Knorr and Sister Frances Reid have left La Salle, the
former going to White Church, and Sister Frances to Sto Catherine
Laboure, Sappington.
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APPOINTMENT LIST FOR
DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY 1956
The following sisters have been namel to study for their-masterts
degree at St Louis University:
Sister Marie Therese Derbes and Sister Rose
Bravo - science,
Sister Agnes MoPhee and Sister DePaul Williams -
hospital administration.
Sister Anthony BartcZykowski and Sister M.
Thomas McNeela - social work.
Sister Eileen Dempsey - psychology,
The following sisters have been named to study for their master's
degree at Catholic University:
Sister Mary Ann Dignan and Sister Teresa
Fox - psychiatry,
Sister Cyril LeFevre from the M&rillac Seminary has been transferred
to Maryvale; Sister has been replaced by Sister Winifred Stretch.
News on the Daughters of Charity
New Orleans
Hotel Dieu was recently presented with two checTs from
the Ladies Auxiliary. One check is for the installation of dictating
equipment for the medical staff at the hospital. The other check went
to the school of nursing for scholarships' Sister Carlos, administra-
tor and Sister Aloysius~ director of the school of nurssi`tg7 and of
nursitsg service were at the presentation.
Addresses of New Houses
Regina Gleri Seminary
Po O. Box 6005
Tucson, Arizona
Sto Leo 's Church
123 Octavia Place
San Antonio 4, Texas
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TU ES SACERDOS IN. AETERNUM
Requiescat In Pace
Fr. Leonidas Moore
Recently the Community received
news of the death of one of its vener-
able old confreres. Only one year from
the celebration of his golden jubilee,
this laborer in the vineyard of God
was called by his Master to his eternal
reward on the twenty-third of Sep-
tember. Father Leonidas Moore had
spent his life in God's service, a life of
service to others.
Father Moore was born in Perry
County on June 15, 1879. He was rear-
ed in the Sereno community, studied
at the Barrens and took vows on May
1, 1902. He was ordained to the priest-
hood on June 11, 1907.
Community Appointments
His first appointment was to the
Old St. Vincent's College in Los Angeles,
and in 1909 he was transferred to St.
Vincent's College in Cape Girardeau.
In September of 1910 he was trans-
ferred to Dallas University, Dallas,
Texas, where he taught mathematics,
etc., until the closing of the University.
He then assisted Father Flavin in
opening the new seminary in Kansas
City. After some years teaching in
Kansas City, he was sent to Sher-
man, Texas, where he was chaplain in
the Hospital and also took care of the
Military Hospital in McKinney on
Sundays and Holy Days. He was located
at the Sherman Hospital during the
second world war and for some years
thereafter. His next assignment was
to the chaplaincy of St. Paul's Hos-
pital in Dallas, Texas. Here as in Sher-
man he was well liked and made many
friends.
Suffers Heart Attack
About five or six years before his
death he was sent out to act as chap-
lain at St. Vincent's Hospital in Los
Angeles. While there he suffered a
heart attack and after that he went
to New Orleans to try to regain his
strength. After a year or two in New
Orleans the doctors thought he was
fairly well recovered and might be
given some light work and so he was
sent to the Orphanage in Los Angeles
in 1954. He died in St. Vincent's Hos-
pital, Los Angeles on Sep'. 23, 1956.
Father Moore had six brothers, two
of whom joined the Community.
Father Henry Moore at present is sta-
tioned in Kansas City and Father Mar-
(Continued on Page Ten)
Rev. Walter Housey, C.M.
On the Feast of the Holy Rosary, Oct.
7, 1956, Walter L. Housey, C. M. was
raised to the Holy Priesthood by Bishop
Helmsing at a Pontificial Low Mass
of Ordination in the Church of the
Assumption in Perryville.
The son of the late Walter L. Housey,
Sr., and Mrs. Carmen Housey, he was
born on Aug. 6, 1930, in New Orleans,
La. His elementary school education
took place in New Orleans at Crass-
man Elementary School, Sacred Heart
Elementary School, and St. Joseph
Elementary School. After completing
a year of secondary school at St.
Aloysius High School in New Orleans,
he entered the minor seminary of the
Vincentian Fathers located in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
In May of 1947 he was received into
the novitiate at Perryville, and on
May 19, 1949, he pronounced perpetual
vows in the Congregation of the Mis-
sion.
Father Housey was assigned graduate
work in Medieval History at St. Louis
University in 1952. At present only
the taking of comprehensive exams and
the writing of a thesis have to be
accomplished before he is entitled to
the degree of Master of Arts.
On May 28, 1955, he received the
order of subdiaconate from Bishop
Byrne of St. Louis, and on Oct. 7 of
the same year he received the order of
diaconate from the same prelate.
In September of this year Father
Housey was appointed professor at St.
Vincent College in Cape Girardeau.
There he is teaching religion, social
studies, and World History.
(Continued on Page Ten)
__ Our Congratulations
To our new Deacons:
Rev. Messrs. Lee Trapp, C.M., Mar-
tin Culligan, C.M., Gerald Brown, C.M.,
Michael Pfeifer, C.M., Francis Crow-
ley, C.M., James Cashman, C.M., Albert
Lee, C.M., Joseph Dowd, C.M., Louis
Franz, C.M., Thomas Cawley, C.M.,
Laurentino Combarros, C.M., Pedro
Incera, C.M.
To our new Vow Men:
Perpetual: Messrs. Charles Persil,
CC.M., Francis Agnew, C.M., Brother
George Graham, C.M.
Temporary: Messrs. George Chris-
tensen, C.M., Richard Miller, C.M.,
Thomas Hinni, C.M., John Shine, C.M.
To our new Novices:
Messrs. Robert Klump, N.C.M., James
Summitt, N.C.M., John Grindel, N.C.M.,
Jerome Donahue, N.C.M., James Kear-
ney, N.C.M., John Cantore, N.C.M.,
Charles Marquardt, N.C.M., Harold
Hersh, N.C.M.
To our new Brothers:
Brother Paul Joseph, N.C.M., Brother
Anthony Cler, P.C.M., Brother Robert
Espy, P.C.M.
A Missionary From
Cuttack
Camp St. Vincent was honored this
summer by a visit from Father Jesus
Toboada. Father Toboada is one of
the missioners of Cuttack in India. Be-
sides his missionary activities he has
published several articles in English
and Spanish concerning the mission in
Cuttack. He has also published a his-
tory of the works of our missioners
there.
Movie Director
In 1947 Father Toboada was the
technical advisor for a full-length
movie. This movie showed the work
and hardships that must be endured
by a young missionary sent to India.
Thiis movie won the National Prize in
Spain.
During 1955 Father conducted a TV
program in Cuba. He is in the United
'States in order to raise funds for buy-
ing equipment, such as jeeps, etc.,
which can be used in the mission at
Cuttack.
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This aerial view was taken
facing front of Administra-
tion Building. Three wings of
dormitories and classrooms
are at the left in the pic-
ture. Wing at left extending
from the Administration
Building is the temporary
Chapel, while the wing ex-
tending from the right of the
Administration Building is the
Library.
New Seminary all may view the buildings.
(Continued from Page One)
Sisters of Mary Immaculate will staff
the kitchen.
Dedication
On Sunday afternoon, Oct. 21, James
Cardinal McIntyre, Archbishop of Los
Angeles, will dedicate and lay the
cornerstone. Educational leaders and
municipal dignitaries will also partici-
pate. Members of the Hierarchy west
of the Rockies will also be invited,
along with the clergy of Arizona and
some 16,000 people. After the cere-
mony, open house will be held so that
And so it is that the Community has
been called upon again in another
state to aid in the harvest of the
Lord's vineyard. The past few years
show new seminaries in San Antonio,
Montebello, Lamont, and Los Angeles;
they also show expansion in various
ones, the Barrens, Denver, San An-
tonio, and Camarillo to mention a few.
Nor is designing and expanding of
plants confined to our seminary en-
deavors but is found in various facets
of parish work throughout the pro-
vince. It is only a small part of the
Church's work, but may God grant
us the grace and vocations to be wor-
thy instruments of His Will.
Formosa Bound, (Continued)
numerous among both the Aborigines (about a half-million in number) and
the Chinese Nationals (about a million and one-half in number), but few
among the Taiwanese, who make up the rest of a population of about eight
million. Of these eight million there are about 50,000 Catholics.
Father Gallagher is no stranger to the Pacific area, for he spent over
three years there as a U. S. Marine during the Second World War. A few
months after his discharge in 1946 he entered the novitiate at Perryville. He
took perpetual vows on September 9, 1948. After receiving the subdiaconate and
diaconate on February 25th and 26th of this year, he was ordained to the
priesthood by Archbishop Ritter in the St. Louis Cathedral on March 17, 1956.
Father Callier entered the novitiate at Perryville in 1943, and pronounced his
perpetual vows on June 19, 1945. He was ordained to the priesthood by Arch-
bishop Ritter in the Church of the Assumption in Perryville on June 1, 1952.
Formosa awaits these missioners with open arms. May God bless their work.
Father Moore
(Continued from Page Nine)
tin Moore died in May, 1954. His sis-
ter, Sister Mary Sebastian of the
Loretto Order, died in 1948.
The Solemn Requiem Mass was of-
fered for the respose of his soul in the
Orphanage Chapel, where his body
reposed until removal to Calvary Ceme-
tery after the Solemn Mass. His
brother, Fr. Henry Moore, was cele-
brant of the Mass assisted by Fathers
Sharpe, as Deacon, and McNeil as
Subdeacon. Bishop Manning presided
at the Mass and chanted the Obsequies.
Father *Sharpe gave the sermon.
Father Housey
(Continued from Page Nine)
Father Housey's first Solemn High
Mass will take place at St. Thomas
Church in Long Beach, Miss. Father
George O'Malley, C. M., of 'St. Thomas,
will deliver the sermon at this Mass.
Suscriptions: $1.50
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Perryville, Missouri, November 1956
Fr. Zimmerman Dedicates Recreation Center
To the left of the picture is the gym proper-the long building at the back of the swimming pool is the shower
and locker rooms-Novice showers to the left of the glass door and Student showers to the right.
Immediately after the Solemn Mass
on the feast of All Saints, the cere-
mony of the dedication of the new rec-
reation building here at the Barrens
took place. The ceremony was simple
in itself, calling down God's blessing
upon the building and upon those who
use it. We were honored to have the
Fourth Assistant General, Father John
Zimmerman here for the occasion.
After reading the short formula for
dedication and blessing the various
parts of the building, he spoke a few
words to the assembled community.
He stressed the point that we who en-
joy the facilities of this new building
should bear in mind the numbers who
have gone before us, who have ardently
desired this recreation center, and
who have prayed for its construction.
He said we should be grateful to all
who have contributed either prayer-
fully or financially to its construction
and that we should remember to use
its facilities well, that it is not as an
end in itself, but merely a means
to an end. Father recalled how in his
days here at the Barrens the gym under
the old classroom buildng seemed as
magnificent to the confreres then as
the new building seems to us today.
In an issue of the DeAndrein a couple
of years ago, details were given as to-
the 'proposed' recreation building. Some
of those details were changed and,
now that the building is finished,
a few things can be added. It is much
easier to describe with the actuality at
hand than to describe from blue-
prints.
Allows for Plenty of Activity
The gymnasium is 100 feet long by
60 feet wide. The floor is of vinyl plas-
tic tile, marked for basketball, hand-
ball, and volleyball. It is possible to play
two basketball games simultaneously if
the crosscourt markings are used. The
two backboards for the main basket-
ball floor are so equipped that they can
easily be raised to the ceiling to allow
for handball against both end walls.
In addition to these three sports, some
of the tumbling enthusiasts have
brough in their floor mats in order to
pursue their favorite sporting pastime.
The four large windows on the north
and the two on the south provide
adequate lighting in the daytime. These
windows are equipped with a very
strong glass which is able to with-
stand the force of a basketball striking
against it. The two windows on the
south side are provided with vertical
louvers to regulate the sunlight on
the playing floor.
If, during the construction of the
building, you had asked most any stu-
dent what he thought the swimming
pool would be like, he would probably
have answered something like. this:
"It is going to be nice, but it looks
small." Ask him the same qquestion
now and he would most likely say,
"I couldn't have asked for anything
better." The addition of the water to
the completed pool seemed to enlarge it
greatly and most of the students were
actually amazed at its size when they
started to use it.
Pool is Heated
The pool is shaped like a trapezoid,
65 feet long, 45 feet wide at the shal-
low end, and 25 feet wide at the
deep end. It is 10 feet deep under the
diving board and 31 feet deep at the
shallow end. The filtering and heating
systems are located under the shower
rooms. The water in the pool passes
through the filter three times daily and
is acutally purer chemically than the
water we drink. The pool is still being
used in the chilly November days be-
cause of the heating system. Some of
the days have been very cool, but the
water has always been warm enough
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Cardinal Blesses New Buildings at Camarillo
New Seminary Wing-New residence hall, lelt, at. t. Jonn's eminary nas rooms ior 74 suaents ana two priesb-preiecbs.
It parallels two student residence units built in 1939; one of the older residence halls is at the right. Another addition,
including large recreational hall, laboratory, classrooms and audio-visual control center is not shown.
The "wonderful people" of the Los
Angeles Archdiocese were lauded for
their generosity by His Eminence James
Francis Cardinal McIntyre at the dedi-
cation of the two new wings for St.
John's Seminary on October second.
His Eminence presided in'cappa mag-
na at Solemn Mass in the seminary
chapel and, with Bishop Timothy
Manning, blessed the new additions.
This event marked the completiornof
the first major additions at the arch-
diocesan major seminary since its
dedication in October, 1940.
Citing the dictum, "As is the clergy
so are the people," His Eminence said,
"The seminary is the powerhouse of the
Archdiocese. From here will go forth
the power that will convert and sanc-
tify the people of Los Angeles."
Father William P. Barr, C.M., first
rector of St. John's Seminary, in his
sermon at the dedication Mass said,
"The world today is a vast battlefield
of ideas where the pulpit is called upon
to measure lances with foes whom we
cannot afford to despise." To seminar-
ians, he said, this is a day of challenge,
the challenge "to acquire the learning
and priestly virtue that will fit you to
carry on the work of the pioneers here
in California and in this great country
of ours."
There was a time, Fr. Barr said,
"when the priest possessed, if not a
monopoly, at least a decided pre-
eminence of intellectual culture and, in
virtue of that preeminence, he was
looked up to with respect and com-
manded a hearing. But let us be frank
and acknowledge that the priest no
longer enjoys that decided advantage.
The mass of the people have been edu-
cated-or half educated-and their
attitude is no longer that of implicit
confidence in their teachers, whether
lay or clerical.
The Priest Needs Knowledge
"Whether in the pilpit or out of the
pulpit, the priest today is subjected to
the criticism of a generation which
considers it a God-given right to crit-
icize everything, however sacrosanct.
Therefore, the priest who desires to
exercise influence as a teacher must
strive to equip himself with that de-
gree of knowledge, sacred and profane,
which will place him beyond the reach
of the best reasonable criticism."
True scholarship, Fr. Barr added,
"is a living refutation of the charge
that the Church is the enemy of in-
tellectual progress."
The new structures include a two-
story residence hall with individual
rooms for 74 seminarians and a single-
story unit containing a large recrea-
tion hall, science laboratory and class-
room. The additions give St. John's
a normal capacity of 178 students. Pre-
sent enrollment is 143-66 in the two
years of philosophy and 77 theological
students.
Until completion of the new residence
wing, many seminarians were living two
in a room in what were designed as
single rooms and some were sent to St.
Patrick's, Menlo Park, seminary of the
San Francisco archdiocese.
Although somewhat simpler and
more modern in design, the new units
blend architecturally with the Italian
Renaissance style of the older build-
ings. The walls are reinforced brick,
painted light terracotta color on the
exterior. Roofs are California mission
tile. The new units are connected by
a covered breezeway.
The new residence hall is to the east
of the two similar residential wings
(Continued on Page Eight)
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WITH SINCEREST GRATITUDE
THE VINCENTIAN COMMUNITY AT ST. MARY'S SEMINARY PRE-
SENTS THESE VIEWS OF THE COMPLETED RECREATIONAL
BUILDING TO OUR MANY FRIENDS WHO, BY THEIR GENEROUS
CONTRIBUTIONS, MADE THIS D'RJEAM OF MANY YEARS COME
TRUE.
NORTH VIEW
Tnis is a general view of tne gym buildings taken from atop the library building. From left to right is the gym
proper, the swimming pool, the shower and locker rooms-Novices and Students; under the showers is the
filtering system and a small recreational room. The twelve pill-boxes are atop the bowling allies and are an excel-
lent means of letting in the natural sunlight and last is the enclosed ambulatory leading to the student building.
SOUTH VIEW
The Back and South End of the Gym-With the back doors to the gym and pool in view. The rear of the library
building completed in 1954 may be seen in the background.
WEST VIEW
Front and North End of the Gym-On the left of the picture is the enclosed ambulatory leading to the student
building. The long low building houses the bowling allies. The music practice rooms are to the right of the main
entrance and then to the extreme right is the gym.
INSITE VIEW
The interior of the gym contains six baskets and facilities for playing handball on two walls and courts, and volley-
ball. The building also contains drinking fountains and is equipped with a heating and ventilating system.
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The Barrens :
S. .F.r Fortenberry, Lynch, and Faalanaa oreached the Forty Hours
at t. Boniface'Churh.• Fr. mier preached the closin. Forty Hour ser-
mon at Chester.
Fr. Kearney represented the House at the Golden Jubilee
c.el.ebrat.l.on i.n honor of Fr. McHugh. Fr. Sheehy represented the House
at the instdllatio bf Bi shop CGdy Fr. .Mille represented the House at
the dedication of the school and ho'spital at White Church, Missouri.
SFr. Miller is .reachina the Miraculous Medal Novena Broad-
cast :during the .month df Novemiber Fr. .Foftenberry preached the Novena
during the month of October.
This year for the first time since their erection the Sacra-
ment•,of Confirmation was administered in the Mission Church of St. Joseph,
Hihiand"undne~a the "c• e of Fr,. Jerome Fortenberry; and at Lithium, at
present .being cared for by Fr. William Lynch.
; : heReverend. ea ons:, besides a;ss stin in1 ' the work of the
Mission Parishes, as well as the parishes of St. Boniface, St. Vinc nt s,
Brewer, and Lithium are now conducting classes in religion for the--ath-
oli'cs' a•teding pblid schools- inn Perryville.
The generous support given to the student Bazaar by 'the con-
frees hs ide o ible the: -urchase re-cently of the component parts
for a Hi-Fi hdngraphi system whi:eh ,enables 'an ever incr-easing number of
listeners to enjoy classical and semi-classical music. The phonograph
was assembled by Mr. Phillip LeFevre. Further it has made possible
substantial donations on the cart of the Mission'Society to our new
Missioners, Frs. Gallagher and Callier, to the Indian Missions, the
Soci'ety foP the::Propagati::onf of ,the Faith and to the building of a school
*in quaasi mi s-idnsec:•• tio. o Txas ...
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The speech studio, located in the Library Building, is being
outfitted with modern equipment purchased with the five thousand six
hundred dollar donation made for that purpose by De Paul.University.
The plans are being drawn up by Father Miller, and the work of instal-
lation is being done by Brothers Mark and Michael, and by Messrs. O'Brien
and Gaignepain.
The Photography room, also located in the Library Building,
is being furnished with the necessary cabinets and light fixtures pur-
chased with money donated for that purpose by Mr. Thomas Sexton. The
designs were drawn uD by Rev. Mr. Culligan, and much of the installa-
tion is being done by him with the occasional aid of several other stu-
dents. For the presen*t, the old equipment in the form of enlarger,
dryer, etc, will continue to be used; eventually it is hoped that it
will be nossible to purchase more up to date material for this recrea-
tional denartment,.
The motion picture e.quipment is bein adapted so as to show
Cinemascooe cictures. This i bein made possible largely through
donations made by the Students and Novices themselves.
Congratulat:ions to. Brother Bernard Stein on his perpetual
vows and to our new postul..ant Brther John Meath, P CM .' ý .* "* : - -.I .` '.
St. Vincent":s' :ColleEge:. - - .
.Father Wood: preaced at the FOrt Hours Devotions which were
held recently in Charleston, M issouri.
ae i-.F -e rmmra:n ; :Fourth s slstant to the Superior Gen-
eral arrived a Cae on November 2 He alowed a free day to the stu-de n . .' . .. ', *.'. - .* .C. :.. .e -a -. .. .!- w * f r* ..
d ent s.
St. Louis Prepa ratory : eminary:
Total enrollment at the beginning of the school year was 439.
Last sD inr and summer, master's degrees were obtained at St.
Louis Universi ty :by Father ? ittman., McHugh, Pelleteri, Behm, Mullin,
and W71eber.
I. Jo. .. . SFathers.Hogan 
and Gillespie gave. the retreat at DeAndrein
Hi. School .
On October. 2 5 andi 2. :a high school. teachers :institute was
-held a. Rosat ,-ain ~:1: 1Sch. confreres from the :rep .at tended.,
3. - . . .. . . .:
SFather 'Zimmernman attnd ed the preliminary meeting of the
mipnor seminary divisi••i:o-f t:,eNaltional :ath•ic: ~ducatioBal Association.
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Father Piacitelli is conducting a Catholic Information series
at the Army Center at Granview, Missouri.
Colorado
St. Thomas Seminary:
Fr. Kenneally participated in the national meeting of the
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine at Buffalo, New York, by officiat-
ing as chairman of the Major Seminary Department of the Confraternity,
a post to which he was appointed earlier in the year.
Fathers Tolman and Danagher read papers at the fall clergy
conference for the priests of the archdiocese, which:was held in the
seminary auditorium at the beginning of October. The priests were
guests of the seminary at a buffet luncheon following the conference.
There were a-oroximately one hundred visiting priests at the
seminary for Alumni Day, which took place at the end of October. Arch-
bishop Vehr and Bishop Newell were present for the occasion, at which
Pontifical Mass was celebrated by the Archbishop.
Father Danagher was among those who read papers at the re-
gional meeting of the Canon Law Society held in Amarillo, Texas.
The annual retreat for the seminarians was conducted by Fr.
Gerald Mullen at the end of October.
There. are now in attendance at the seminary some 245 students,
from twenty-five different dioceses. Of these, 143 are collegians and
philosophers. There were twenty-eight new students for the Archdiocese
of Denver who entered at the beginning of the school: year, contributing
to a total membership of fifty in the first-year college class.
California
St. Vincent's Seminary:
Brother Bernard is teaching Physical Education this year.
Father Sharpe is busy working on plans for the new adminis-
tration building.
Sacred Heart Church:
This year there were twelve labor camps of Mexican Nacionales
located within the parish. There were more than 1200 men in these
camps. Through advertising these men were urged to 'attend Mass on Sun-
days, especially the 8:00 P.M. Mass on Sunday. With the aid of two
Holy Family Sisters the priests are having released-time classes in four
towns for more than four hundred Mexican children. iThis helps to keep
many of the children in the Church, although it is hard to accomplish
much by reason of the fact that many families are constantly on the move,
Pare •5ix- *'The De Andrein
SArizona'
Regina Cleri Seminary:
Father Mahoney gave a talk to the members of the Serra Club,
and to .the Knights of Columbus.
Father Pelleteri gave a Day of Recollection to a group of
Catholic women at the Benedictine Convent of Perpetual Adoration.
Texas
Ssumption Seminary
SAssumption opened on September 11 with 154 students in
eight years .
On October 9th Fathers McOwn,. Daspit, Kavanaugh, Tackaberry
episcopal consecration of Bishop Adolph Marx, auxiliary to the Bishop
of Corpus. Christi '' .-
Since the beginning of school Fathers McOwen and Morgan Barr
have preached Forty Hours Devotions in local churches.
Father James Towns, the new Director of Students, has been
appointed a member of the Archdiocesan Liturgical Commission.
On October 25th w.orkmen arrived to begin the construction of
a new kitchen and refectory building and a new classroom building to
house eight classrooms, a science and a language laboratory.
St. Mary's Seminary:
The year began with a record enrollment of 122 students:
53 in Theology and 69 in College. This number represents eight
dioceses.
On October 23rd an interesting and informative Clergy Con-
ference for the secular and religious priests of the Houston Deanery
was conducted, under the direction of Bishop Wendelin J. Nold, at St.
Mary's Seminary.
St, Mary's seminarians attended the annual celebration of
the Feast of Christ the King Sunday, October 28th at the Coliseum.
.N Ms of the Daughters of Charity
New Orleans Hotel Dieu
A regional Meeting of the Central Purchasing Department was
held in New Orleans for the Southern Section of the Western Province.
Some sixty members were present.
Building Program at St. John's Nearing Completion
upper ,lei: Immaculate uonception Ivilssion oDUIi• in 1731' oy rranciscani irlars; luwer ie:t. : uliven.. ui uile ov, oCjxI lloouVmo vvW-u
have charge of the kitchen; the two new buildings are: left the new dining hall-kitchen-right new classroom building;
Margil Hall,-remodeled as Administratidn,-Faculty building is next to the classroom building; New study hall-library is the
building to the right of Margil Hall; Drossaerts Hall-converted into dormitory is the center building; St. Mary's Hall-to
be used for recreational facilities is the building: in upp'er right; Chapel is not pictured in the model, but will be located be-
tween the kitchen and Drossaerts.
The vocational growth of the South-
west has long necessitated exp'ansion of
our seminaries. Archbishop Robert E.
Lucey of San Antonio, realizing
the increasing urgency, drew up
a plan calling for the appropriation
of funds for additional construction
to both St. John's and Assumption
seminaries, plus the erection of two
Catholic high schools for boys in the
Archdiocese. This fund raising cam-
paign has been very successful; approx-
imately $4,000,000 has been pledged. A
portion of this fund was set aside for
the seminaries. Then work was begun
at St. John's.
Quite a Project
This was by no means an easy task,
namely, the erection of four new
building:-a dining hall-kitchen build-
ing, a library-study hall building, a
two story classroom building, and a
chapel. Besides the erection of the
new buildings, two of the old buildings
were to be renovated. Work was begun
in the latter part of May with the hope
that the seminary would be able to
op'en at the regular time in September.
The new buildings are a "first" in
San Antonio, for the superstructures
are of pre-stressed concrete on con-
crete block foundations. The ends of
these buildings are of solid masonry.
The sides are of aluminum frames en-
closed with double-sash windows and
formica paneling. The floors (approxi-
mately 40,000 square feet) are covered
with Vinyl-asbestos flooring.
The first building completed was the
new dining hall and kitchen. Measur-
ing 140' x 50' and having no corridors,
it serves amply the needs of the sem-
inary. The dining hall is 86' x 50' and
can easily accommodate 250 students.
The lower 34 inches at the base of the
sides is formica paneling mounted on
marine plywood. The interior is paint-
ed in light green and gray.
The kitchen is 54' x 50' and com-
pletely new. There are two walk-in ice
boxes and an ice-cube making machine
with a 400 pound capacity. Four electri-
cally heated carts have been purchased
for serving the meals. The sinks are
constructed of stainless steel, and the
stoves and ovens are also new. The
bastile pink walls are covered with
plastic or tile. Included in this building
are a separate priests' dining room, a
sisters' dining room, and a small work-
mens' dining room.
The building currently being finished
is the study hall-library building.
It is 120' x 50', and is built to accommo-
date 250 students. This building is
(Continued on Page Eight)
St. Vincent's School
Keokuk, la.
It was back in 1808 that Elizabeth
Seton, later to be known as Mother
Seton, op'ened her first school in
America. In that year she founded a
girls' school on Paca Street in Balti-
more, Maryland. This founding took
place shortly before her entering into
religion, and was a sign of the ever-
increasing attention which she and her
many spiritual daughters were later to
give to the work of educating the
young people of America.
Today her daughters staff numerous
elementary schools in the United
States. One of the earliest foundations
took place in Keokuk, Iowa, where the
Sisters of Charity arrived in 1867 from
their motherhouse in Emmitsburg,
Maryland. Since that time they have
given their services to the education of
Keokuk's youngsters without interrup-
tion.
However, the facilities for St. Vin-
cent's Grammar School, which the
Sisters of Charity staff in Keokuk, be-
came painfully obsolete. The stucco
building in which classes are still being
held is 102 years old. So in January of
this year a decision was made by the
vital work in the Gate City since that
The DeAndrein Page Seven
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Recreation Center
(Continued from Page One)
to have a pleasant swim. During the
past summer the flood light and the
underwater lights provided many an
enjoyable night of swimming. The
,area enclosed by the wall allowed for
many an hour of sunbathing and just
plain relaxing.
There are two locker rooms and two
shower rooms, one each for the novices
and for the students. Directly below
these rooms is the room housing the
aforementioned filtering and heating
systems. Besides providing space for
this machinery, the room also has
plenty of space for weight-lifting and
other activities of a like nature.
Space for the bowling alleys has
been provided, but as yet the furnish-
ings haven't been installed. The con-
tract has been let for some time now,
but, to the date of this writing, actual
installation hasn't started. The con-
tractors are expected any day and it
could be that by the time this reaches
you the work will have been started.
There will be two alleys of regulation
length, 90 feet.
On November 8th open house was
held for the members of the secular
clergy who contributed so generously
to the recreation-center fund.
We, the community at the Barrens,
realize how lucky we are to have this
building. We know that many of you
-confreres, parents, relatives, friends
-have done more toward its actuality
than we who will receive most bene-
fit from it. We know that it has been
built for a purp'ose and we will strive
to realize this purpose. The best way
for us to express our gratitude is by
our prayers. Rest assured that you will
be remembered daily. May God bless
you.
St. John's Camarillo
(Continued from Page Two)
built in 1939. In addition to the stu-
dents' rooms, it includes a prefect's
suite on each floor.
An audio-visual control room, in-
cluding projection and recording equip-
ment, is a feature of the other new
building. The control center is located
between the biology-speech laboratory
and the large new general classroom
and has glass p'anels looking into each.
Also located in the new wing are the
office of the Evangelist, student quart-
erly; a barber shop and service rooms.
A student store opens into the large
recreation room.
St. John's Seminary, surrounded by
a great variety of trees and shrubs,
occupies a magnificent site high on an
expansive terrace of the Rancho Calle-
guas Hills, east of Camarillo.
Celebrant of the dedication Mass was
Pr. Gilmore Guyot, with Fr. Joseph
Falanga, dean of students, as deacon,
and Rev. Mr. George O'Brien, a sem-
inarian, as subdeacon.
St. John's San Antonio
(Continued from Page Seven)
constructed like the dining hall. It will
serve as the chapel until the permanent
chapel is finished.
The third new structure is the two
Sstory classroom building. It will con-
tain eight classrooms, one science lab-
oratory and one General Science lec-
ture-demonstration hall. So far, only
the bare skeleton of the pre-stressed
concrete has been finished. Until it is
finished, classes will be held in St.
Mary's Hall which will later serve as
a recreation building.
Renovation of Buildings
Two older buildings were completely
renovated. Drossaerts Hall, the original
seminary building, was converted into
a dormitory building with a suite for
a prefect on each of the three floors.
There are a sufficient number of lava-
tories and showers to take care of the
needs .of the students. The walls of
the l:avatories and showers are done
in buff tile, as well as the floors which
are also of tile . Also included in this
building, and located next to the pre-
fect's office on the first floor, is an in-
firmary.
The other renovated building is Mar-
gil Hall which has now become the Ad-
ministration and Faculty building. In
it there is a suite with private bath for
each member of the faculty. The com-
munity chapel is on the first floor, and
the recreation hall is on the second
floor. The chapel is finished in light
green, and the recreation room is done
in dark green. To accommodate visiting
priests, three guestrooms are available.
Buildings Badly Needed
The construction so desperately
needed at St. John's is very near com-
pletion except for the chapel which
has not yet been started. Exclusive of
the chapel, the labor and material will
have cost about $600,000.
Thanks to God, and the generous
people of the Archdiocese of San An-
tonio, the work of training boys to be-
come priests will be continued in a
more comfortable and beautiful sem-
inary. Thus, St. John"s Seminary will
stand as a reminder to all of what can
be done by unity and faith.
St. Vincent's School
(Continued from Page Seven)
pastor of St. Peter's Church in Keokuk,
Father Lawrence J. Murphy, to build a
new elementary school just a block
away from the present school. Father-
Murphy received the warm backing of
his parishioners, and the building is
well on the way to completion. With
luck it should be completed by January
of next year. When the new structure
is ready for occupancy, the old St.
Vincent's School will be abandoned and
eventually razed to make room for a
modern building.
New schools are expensive. This school
will cost about a quarter of a million
dollars. But with an organized fund-
raising compaign, and with appeals
being made to the whole community of
Keokuk, the parishioners of St. Peter's
are confident that the sum will be
raised.
Plenty of Room
The new St. Vincent's Grammar
School is a one-story T-shaped Build-
ing. There are eight classrooms, cafe-
teria and kitchen, a combination gym-
nasium and auditorium with stage, and
dressing room facilities for both boys
and girls. The 72' x 84' gym-auditorium
will have a seating cap'acity of 670, and
a playing court 42' x 74'.
It is on an occasion such as this
opening of a new grammar school that
the words of the American Hierarchy
on our Catholic schools in America
have a deep significance: "It is with
honest pride that we survey the
develop'ment of Catholic education in
America, so intimately a part of her
cultural growth, so deeply intertwined
with the traditions and aspirations of
her people. The Catholic school has
matured with the Church, a joint pro-
duct of the foresight of the Bishops and
the enlightened generosity of her faith-
ful. It is no foreign importation, no
alien growth, but a sturdy native plant,
a conspicuous example of a common
religious impulse working under the
favorable conditions of our Republic."
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THE DEDICATION OF ALUMNI HALL
Ground-level view of DePaul's Alumni Hall at corner of Sheffield and Belden Aves. Alumni Hall occupies the block
on Belden Ave. between Sheffield and Kenmore Aves. The first basketball game in the new tri-level building
was played on Dec. 1.
Once only the dream of faculty Even though workmen were still en- available are a gymnasium floor twi
members, alumni, and students of De gaged in putting finishing touches on the size of a regulation basketbm
Paul University, the new, ultra-modern various parts of the tri-level building's court, and seats for 5,248 basketba
gymnasium-auditorium has been com- interior, the 98 students of the Col- spectators.
pleted on the up-town campus. The lege of Physical Education moved into Dr. Albin P. Warner, college of phys
new building, described as "all-pur- their new home on November 2. At this cal education director, said: "Faciliti
pose," is just that: it houses the Col- time the four large class rooms and of Alumni Hall will make it possible f
lege of Physical Education, provides the three faculty offices had been com- De Paul to add such sports as swin
students with a swimming pool, cafe- pleted. The entire building was ex- ming, wrestling, gymnastics, tenn
teria, and lounges, and serves as the pected to be completed by the dedi- golf, and track and field to its intercc
scene of the Demons' basketball home cation date. legiate athletic program."
games. ._ , . .... .
The edifice will be named Alumni
Hall in honor of the magnificant sup-
port given the University's fund-rais-
ing campaign by De Paul alumni. The
graduates of the University founded
the Alumni Fund for the enlargement
and development of De Paul in 1947,
and since then have raised over $500,000
for that purpose. In the words of Rev.
Comerford J. O'Malley, C. M., "Our
decision to name the new building in
their honor reflects the pride we feel
for them and their accomplishment."
Dedication
The tentative date for the official
dedication of Alumni Hall has been set
for December 16, when His Excellency
Samuel Cardinal Stritch and the Very
Rev. Comerford J. O'Malley, C. M.,
president of the University, will pre-
side.
Post-war ueCIIman•Ls U Vieterans an1
high school graduates for programs in
physical education led to the affilia-
tion in 1946 of the American College
of Physical Education with De Paul.
Since that time the college has been
housed in a rented building at 1019
Diversey Parkway.
The move from rented quarters on
Diversey to the new block-long struc-
ture on Belden is significant because
it brings the physical education school
seven blocks southward to the heart of
De Paul's uptown campus, Facilities in
Alumni Hall-the first project to be
completed in the University's $5,500,000
development program launched in 1953
-include, in addition to the class
rooms and offices, a six-lane swimming
pool, wrestling and boxing room, cor-
rective exercise room, two handball
courts, student center and cafeteria,
alumni lounge, and training room. Also
ce
all
all
Si-
es
or
n-
is,
1-
Expansion of Intramural
Sports
"The new building also will afford
the opportunity to expand our intra-
mural sports program.
Increased enrollment will most cer-
tainly be realized in the future and
accommodations are such that the
college of physical education will be
able to handle an enrolment of 250
students, as compared to the present
98.
There is now the possibility of in-
stituting a much-needed graduate pro-
gram in physical education for the
Chicago area," Dr. Warner pointed
out.
Alumni Hall provides a university-
owned site for varsity athletics, gradua-
tion exercises, assemblies, lectures, con-
certs, social functions, and other extra-
curricular activities.
£IpelnI
Bishop Quinn Celebrates His Silver Jubilee
Bishop Charles Quinn
"But thou has closely followed my
doctrine, my conduct, my purpose, my
faith, my long-suffering, my love, my
patience, my persecutions, my afflic-
tions, . such persecutions as I suf-
fered and out of themnall the Lord de-
livered me." By these words St. Paul
gives testimony to the uprightness of
his favorite disciple, the Missionary
Bishopl Timothy. These same words
can well be predicated of another mis-
sionary bishop, a man of our times,
Bishop William Charles Quinn, C.M.,
who this year is ceebrating the twen-
ty-fifth anniversary of his ordination
to the Holy Priesthood. It was on Sep-
tember 27, 1931, that Bishop Quinn was
ordained in St. Vincent's Church in
LosAngeles, by Bishiop John Cantwell.
Bishop Quinn was born at Savan-
nah, California, on December 16, 1905.
In 1919 he enrolled at the Vincentian
minor seminary in Cape Girardeau
Missouri. After graduation he entered
the novitiate here in Perryville on May
26, 1923, and pronounced vows in the
Congregation of the Mission on June
1, 1925. He completed his philosophical
studies in Perryville, then went to the
University of Dallas to teach, but had
to be transferred to St. Thomas Sem-
inary in Denver for reasons of health.
Back in Perryville he finished his
theological studies, and was ordained
in 1931 on the West Coast.
Sent to Rome for Studies
:His superiors were well aware of
his promise, so shortly after ordina-
tion he was sent for further studies to
the Collegium Angelicum in Rome,
where he received a doctorate in the-
ology in 1933. He was then able to re-
turn home for a visit before setting
out on his new assignment-China.
He and a veteran of the China Mis-
sion, Father James J. Lewis, C.M.,
sailed for China on January 26, 1933.
Bishop Quinn began work in the Vi-
cariate of Yukiang, Kiangsi, upon his
arrival. He served as secretary to
Bishop Paul Misner, C.M. and also
served as professor in St. Vincent's
Seminary in Yingtan. In 1934 he was
appointed Procurator of the vicari-
ate, and its Vicar General in the fol-
lowing year. After the death of Bishop
Misner in 1928, Bishop Quinn took
charge of the vicariate in the capacity
of Administrator. Two years later, on
October 3, 1940, he was consecrated
bishop. At the time of his consecration
he was the world's youngest bishop-
he was only 35 years old.
The vicariate over which the newly-
consecrated bishop had control was
a flourishing one in 1940. There were
more than 25,000 Catholics in the area.
Serving under his command were thir-
ty Vincentian priests and twenty sec-
ular clergy, as well as five Daughters
of Charity. There were about thirty
missions in the viraciate, almost all of
which were equipped with church,
school, and rectory.
Japanese Occupation
But the Japanese army in China was
on the warpath in 1942. They had a
particular reason for wanting to dev-
istate the Vicariate of Yukiang: it was
there that some of General Doolit-
tle's fliers were forced to land after
bombing Tokyo and were aided to saf-
ety by priests, religious, and people of
the area. In June of 1942 the Japanese
moved in. Bishop Quinn, several of his
priests, the Sisters, and great num-
bers of his young charges fled to the
hills, where they lived under terrible
hardships for almost three months.
The Bishop has given a graphic des-
cription of what greeted him on his
return to the mission. "Part of the
town had been burned. As many of the
Townspeople as the Japs had been
able to capture had been kill-
ed. Some thirty-five bodies were
piled in the mission garden. The
church and priest-house had been
torn down and anything of value
removed . . . it was like a horrible
nightmare." At least twenty-five of
the vicariate's missions had been loot-
ed, wrecked, or torn down. Bishop
Quinn estimated the damage in the
area of one million dollars.
Yet he did not desp'air. In Septem-
ber of 1943 he was permitted by Gen-
eral Stilwell to return to the United
States to obtain funds for a rebuilding
program. Though in poor health be-
cause of a malarial condition and mal-
nutrition suffered under the Japanese
Rev. Arthur Trapp, C.M.
A Priest Forever
Arthur Lee Trapp was born at Peoria,
Illinois, on January 11, 1929. He at-
tended grammar school in Glendale,
California, and spent his frst two
years of high school at Los Angeles
College. His last two years of high
school were spent at St. Vincent's
College, Cape. On May 15, 1947, he
entered the Novitiate and on May 19,
1949, he pronounced his perpetual vows.
After finishing Philosophy, he took
summer courses in U. S. History at St.
Louis University.
As a student he was noted for his
very capable musical direction of sev-
eral musical productions. He was also
well known for his serious interest in
the Liturgy and its ceremonies.
On August 1, 1956, he was appointed
to St. Vincent's Seminary at Lemont,
his present appointment. He is Second
Prefect, Registrar, and teaches Eng-
lish, History and Greek.
On Sunday, December 16, the Most
Rev. Raymond P. Hillinger, D.D., Aux-
iliary Bishop of Chicago, conferred the
holy priesthood upon him. Father Trapp
will celebrate his first Solemn Mass at
Holy Family Church in Glendale,
California on December 23, 1956. The
Archpriest will be the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
M. J. Galcin, D.D., the Deacon will be
the Rev. Charles Miller, C.M., the
Subdeacon will be the Rev. Stafford
Poole, C.M., and Rev. John Burger,
C.M., will preach the sermon.
occupation, he toured the United
States to achieve his mission. The ac-
count of his misfortunes and his appeal
for help appeared in Catholic and sec-
ular newspapers and magazines
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Missouri
The Barrens :
On last November 25, twelve members of the First Theology class
were granted the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Fr. Riley, Superior of the
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary, gave the customary allocution. His ad-
dress dealt with practical problems met in minor seminary education.
Fr. Martin was celebrant of the Requiem Mass for his uncle, Fr.
James A. Martin, who died on November 22 at St. John of God Hospital in
Los Angeles after a long illness.
On November 28 Fro Miller represented the House at the Installation
of Bishop Helmsing at Springfield, and together with Fr. Foley he also
represented St. Mary's at the Bishop's Installation at Cape Girardeau.
Fr. Falanga conducted the day of recollection for the priests of
the St. Genevieve Deanery on December 12. On the same day Fr. Foley con-
ducted the day of recollection for the priests of the Cape Girardeau
Deanery
On Decenber 16 Fr. Martin attended the dedication of the Sacred
Heart School at Ozora, Missouri.
Fr. Miller took part in the speech convention which was held in
Chicago at the end of December.
Fr. O'Connell attended the dedication of Alumni Hall in Chicago.
St. Vincent's College:
Fathers Ryan, Gagnepain, Shaughnessey, and Dyra were present at the
Installation of Bishop Helmsing in Springfield on November 28.
Fr, Housey preached at the closing of the Forty Hours' Devotions at
St. Vincent's Church in Cape Girardeau.
The Falso Bardoni Choir sang the Mass for the Centennial Celebration
at Leopold, Missouri.
"I
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On December 5 Bishop Helmsing visited the College and spoke to the
students.
Fr. Pittman brought eight youngsters down from St. Louis on the Sat-
urday before Thanksgiving.
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary:
Archbishop Ritter laid the cornerstone for the new high school ad-
dition on Friday, December 14. He was assisted by Fathers Riley and Yal-
laly. It is hoped that the new addition will be ready in time for the
second semester.
Fr. Riley served on the committee evaluating Mercy High School on
behalf of the archdiocese. Fr, Matthews did the same for Rosati-Kain High
School.
It is hoped that the high school department of the seminary will
soon be accredited with the North Central Association. For this purpose
many forms and evaluative criteria have been filled out and completed by
the administration and faculty.
Fr. Poole attended the ordination ceremonies at Lemont and also
the dedication of the new Alumni Hall at DePaul University.
St. John's Seminary:
Fathers Zimmerman, Kane and Figpe represented the seminary at
Bishop Marling's Installation, while Fr. Zimmerman represented St. John's
at Bishop Helmsing's Installation. Young men from both of the new dioceses
attend the seminary.
A testimonial dinner was held at the seminary in honor of Bishop
Marling on November 21. There were approximately 200 members of the
clergy in attendance.
All the members of the house have been conducting Forty Hours'
services in and around Kansas City during the past several months.
St. Vincent's Parish:
Fr, Frank Murphy conducted the Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena this
year. It was well attended.
Fr. DeWitt represented the parish at the Installation of Bishop
Marling .
Illinois
St. Vincent's Seminary:
The new chapel was blessed by Fr. Schulte in a private ceremony
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on the Feast of the Miraculous Medal.
Mr. Yedlicka has been appointed, librarian at the seminary. He is
visiting in Perryville during the holidays.
Colorado
St. Thomas Seminary:
Archbishop Vehr was celebrant for the traditional Pontifical
Vespers sung in the seminary chapel on the eve of the feast of the Im-
maculate Conception. He was also present, with other benefactors of the
seminary, as honored guest at the Christmas dinner and brief entertain-
ment which preceded the student's departure for the holidays.
The Christmas Novena was exceptionally well attended this year by
the laity of the city. Priests from outlying areas occasionally brought
groups of their parishioners to attend the services*
California
St. John's Seminary:
This year the seminary has its highest enrollment in historyo
There are 142 of them in all, with thirty in the first year of philoso-
phyo
Fr. Charles Miller gave the three-day retreat at the end of October
to the young men at St. Vincent's Seminary in Montebello.
Fr. James Fischer conducted the retreat atthe end. of October for
the students at St. John's.
Fro Patrick O'Brien recently finished revising and enlarging Fro
Patrick Finney's book "Moral Problems in Hospital Practice". The format
of the book is in the question and answer form which makes it a handy re-
ference for those engaged in hospital work. Fr, O'Brien has been very
careful to incorporate into this work the advances made by medical science
since the first writing of this book. Another excellent feature of this
work is the "medical vocabulary" which forms the appendix of the book.
St. Vincent's Seminary:
On Sunday, October 7, Fr. John Zimmerman broke the ground fbr the
administration, dining room and kitchen building. He was assisted by Fr.
Stakelum. In attendance were the ,ountess Estelle Doheny and Mro and Mrs.
Andrew Pansini, generous benefactoibs of the seminary.
Texas
St. John's Seminary:
The confreres participated in a three-day liturgical workshop
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sponsored by Archbish.o Lucey. It was the first of its kind. to be held
on a diocesan basis in the United States.
Fathers Leonard and. O'Connor helped inaugurate the Miraculous
Medal Novena at Fort Sam Houston by conducting some of the novena ser-
vices during the first nine weeks.
Mission Notes
On Tuesday, November 20, Father Stephen Dunker delivered an inform-
al talk on his very recent trip- to Europe and Aisa. He devoted the first
part of his address to his trip in general, and. the second part to his
visit on the island of Formosa, our concern here,
As we know, our work among the Chinese refugees on Formosa has
met with most gratifying results. Father Dunker went to Formosa to find
out just why the work is so successful. He had served for many years in
China as a, missionary among people much like these refugees, and never
had he experienced the success which our missionaries on Formosa now en-
joy. 6o Father Dunker had good reason to be a bit hesitant about accept-
ing the new order of thingso It took only a short time among the converts
on Formosa to rid him of his doubts. He soon became fully convinced that
these new converts are sincere in their embracing of the Faith.
And the reason for their conversion? Father gave several reasons,
one of which is the telling good example of American Catholics on the island
But the main reasono these people have been cut adrift from their old ways
of living, and they are seeking an anchorage at which to rest. They have
found. it in the Catholic Church. Father Dunker is convinced of this.
"These are not price-Christians', " he said firmlyo
Father Dunker described the activity of our missionaries on Formosa
very vividly0  Each one of them is doing the work of two men. The ad-
ministration of the Sacraments alone requires a staggering amount of time,
so often do the new Catholics frequent themo Then work in cathechizing,
adult education, dispensary labor - - all take up many more hours. But
the missioners do the work, and do it joyfully, 'for the zeal of the house
of the Lord hath eaten them up0o
Our visitor closed his talk on a serious note, a hopeful one. He
stressed the fact that the refugees on Formosa today come from all over
China. And if it should happen in God's providence that they one day re-
turn to the mainland - as Catholics, please God - then the Church of
China will possibly reap a harvest almost beyond imagining, a harvest pre-
pared for by the manure of Communism0
While delivering the talk, Father passed out photographs which he
had taken on his tour0  Those which dealt with Formosa were especially
interesting. They helped emphasize the scop t he the work which our mis-
sioners are performing- on the island today0
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Pictured above at left, one of the two houses
which serve as a residence for the priests.
Pictured above at right, St. Leo's Church.
The Church was completed in 1952 and seats
eight hundred people.
Opposite is a picture of the school which is
staffed by eight sisters of the Incarnate Word
and Blessed Sacrament and six lay teachers.
On: July 12, 1956, the Vincentian residen<
Fathers of the Western Province took and is
charge of St. Leo's Parish in the Arch- four hu
diocese of San Antonio. The very Sacred
Rev. Oscar L. Huber, C. M., was ap- has als
pointed pastor, and the Rev. Francis
Ray Ruiz, C. M., first assistant. Within This
the next few months, the Rev. Joseph parochif
Mejac, C. M., and the Rev. Leo Ebisch, are qui
C. M., were also appointed assistants.
St. Leo's Parish covers approximately
fourteen square miles. The parish H
records indicate there are nineteen
hundred families, but there is good The I
reason to believe the number is much Parish
greater. Better than fifty per cent of of the
the parishioners are Latin Americans. was in
on the IThe church, completed in 1952, is fundamfundam
a simple and modern design, spacious is to he
enough to seat eight hundred people. work by
The school, part of which is new, the ig of
other part older and converted from the
old church, now accommodates seven Fathe
hundred and seventy grammar school meeting
children. Three hundred more are en- then w(
rolled in the year round CCD classes, introduc
and some six hundred attended the
summer school of religion last summer. Fr. 2
Two houses serve as the rectory. pastors
and the
Attached to St. Leo's is the Mission mention
of Our Lady of El Carmen. Father Ray- sented
mond O'Brien, C. M. has taken up last Pa:
ce beside the church in a trailer,
very busy working among the
indred families in his territory.
'Heart Parish, Cotulla, Texas,
o been attached to St. Leo's.
is but another proof that the
al interests of the Community
te extensive.
Pastors Meeting
eld at the Barrens
Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Priests of the Western; Province
Congregation of the Mission
session here at the Barrens
13th and 14th of November. The
ental purpose of these meetings
lp the pastors in their parochial
Sinstilling a deeper understand-
he duties that are theirs.
r Stakelum, C.M.V. opened the
with a prayer. Father Rice
elcomed all those present and
ced Fr. Zimmerman.
iimmerman congratulated the
and assistants on being present
mn spoke a few words. Father
.ed that last year he had pre-
copies of the minutes of the
rish Meeting to the Superior
General and the other Assistants. They
had been very enthusiastic about the
manner in which the meeting was held,
the matter discussed, and the con-
clusions reached. They had expressed
their hope that similar meetings would
take place throughout the world. And
since the Western Province has more
parishes committed to its care than
any other province in the Community,
those things that are discussed at our
meetings and the conclusions that are
reached will be studied with the
greatest interest. "They will do much
to form the legislation that will guide
the Community in the operation of its
parishes."
Then followed a talk on the "Sunday
Sermon" given by Pr. Oscar Miller.
Questions and a general discussion
on that theme followed. This session
was concluded with talks on gestures to
be used in the delivery of the sermon
and the amount of time given to speak-
ing, along with a short discussion on
Church Music. Fr. Kwakman was called
upon to present his view on the sub-
ject.
The afternoon meeting was opened
with a discussion on Fr. Miller's topic
"Some Considerations on Preaching."
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Bishop Quinn's Jubilee
(Continued from Page Two)
throughout the country. In July of
1944 he returned to Yukiang, where he
remained until his expulsion in 1951
by the Chinese Communists.
SBishop Quinn's ordeal under the
Communists had all the gruesome fea-
tures which we have come to expect
form the Reds. In the spring of 1950 the
Chinese Reds began to impose severe re-
strictions on religious freedom in Yu-
kiang. The regime forbade weekday
Mass to all Catholics, and they were
-also obliged to register each week for
individual permission to attend Sunday
Mass. Then it developed that religious
services were completely forbidden and
priests could not say Mass publicly.
Finally, the Bishop and two other
Vincentians were placed under house
arrest and then dragged before a pub-
lic "accusation meeting" to answer
trumped-up charges. At the "trial"
which followed, all three were senten-
ced to jail, but "because of the len-
iency of the Communist government"
the sentence was commuted to im-
mediate expulsion..
Returns to the States
SUpon his return to the United States,
Bishop Qiinn :took .up residence at
St. Thomas' Seminary, Denver. Last
year he left Denver for Formosa, where
he took an active part in the conver-
sion of the Chinese refugees on the
island. On his return to the United
States he brought glowing reports of
the work being accomplished on For-
mosa. As he stated: "Refugees from
Red tyranny, the people are searching
for the best security, and they are
finding it in God."
Jubilee Celebration
In Formosa
Last October he returned to Formosa.
On October 11 he offered a Pontifical
Mass of Thanksgiving in Kaohsiung.
How fittingiit was that he should of-
fer this Mass among the Chinese peo-
ple, for:.whom he had worked ever
since that ordination! There were more
than three thousand of them present.
They crowded together in the streets
before the temporary altar at which
the Bishop celebrated the Holy Sac-
rifice. They listened intently as Father
Thomas: Smith,.. C.M., told them of
the great love which Bishop Quinn has
for the Chinese pebple. The Bishop's
ministers at the Mass were Father
Stephen Dunker, C.M., a long-time
associate of the Bishop in the work
of the Chinese missions, and three of
Bishop Quinn's own priests from the
diocese of .Yukiang: Fathers Koo,
Huang, and Chi. After the Mass a
banquet was held in his honor. More
than five hundred persons attended.
He was presented with works of art
by the Chinese Catholics, and with a
jade ring and pectoral cross by the
American Catholics stationed in the
area.
Pastors Meeting
(Continued from Page Seven)
Fathers Cashman and Ward asked Fr.
Miller -what suggestions he had for
preaching to children. Fr. Miller sug-
gested two ways, first, the question and
answer method, and secondly, by giv-
ing them a short vivid story and then
by connecting each point of the story
and applying it to the doctrine.
The topic of discussion then turned
to "The Problems Caused by Integra-
tion in our Schools." The matter was
presented by Fr. Hymel. This day's ses-
sion concluded with discussions on the
problem of the hymns to be used at the
Miraculous Medal Novena.
The Training of Altar Boys
On Wednesday morning, November
14th, Fr. Rice called on Fr. McKinley
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to give his talk on the selection and
training of altar boys. Fr. McKinley
stressed the idea of having some sort
of organization for the altar boys,
such as the Knights of the Altar. "The
purpose of the Knights of the Altar is
to inspire in altar boys an awareness
of their dignity, and a responsible ful-
fillment of their duties, and finally,
to establish a closeness between altar
boys and priests in. the sanctuary, sa-
cristy, and outside." Fr. McKinley con-
cluded by saying that he, was not
going into the vocational aspect of the
servers, because Fr. Pittman, -the Vo-
cational Director of the Western Pro-
vince, was here to talk on that sub-
ject.
Vocational Talk
In his talk Fr. Pittman brought out
three points which he wanted to stress
with special importance. First-"Do
young men today have the proper
spirit of sacrifice necessary for the
priesthood?" Secondly-"Parental ob-
jections very frequently discourage vo-
cations of boys to the priesthood. How
can this be overcome?" And lastly, "In
order to secure vocations, we should
concentrate on the altar boys."
Marriage Cases
The next session opened with the intro-
duction of Monsignor Esswein, Offici-
cialis in the Diocensan Tribunal of the
Archdiocese of St. Louis. Monsignor
Esswein led a very interesting discus-
sion on marriage cases, especially those
that pertain to the privilege of faith.
He gave many examples to illustrate
the procedure of the diocesan court.
The Program of the
Vincentian Foreign Mission
Society
The final session began with Fr. Rice
calling on Fr. Stephen Dunker to
address the priests. Fr. Dunker express-
ed his thanks for being invited to report
on the nature ,and programs of the
work of the Vincentian Foreign Mission
Society. Fr. Dunker explained the na-
ture of his work and presented the
five means they have of securing funds
for the Missions. First ,there are the
direct mail appeals. The second ap-
proach is the sale of candles and vest-
ments. Mass intentions are the third
means of support for the Missions. The
fourth are the school projects. The
final and best method of support is a
participation in the Missionary Co-
operation Plan, in other words, our
preaching in the churches where a
second collection is taken up for the
Missions.
Conscious of the value of such gath-
erings as these, the parish priests look
forward to next November's assembly
to be held at the Barrens.
..... · ..... ....... ................. .
 r...... ... ..........................................................
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NEW HIGH SCHOOL FOR ST. LOUIS PREP
New St. Louis Preparatory Seminary High School is nearing completion northeast of the St. Louis Preparatory
,Seminary. The $500,000 structure will be a four-year high school for future priests and is being built to help meet the
needs of hard pressed seminaries for more room. The site is some 900 feet from the St. Louis Prep. The building is so
large that an aerial view was needed to show the entire structure, including classroom wing (left), gymnasium (right) and
cafeteria (center).
"Preparation of students for the
priesthood is the most important and
greatest of the works of the arch-
diocese," Archbishop Ritter said at the
cornerstone blessing on December 14.
The new $500,000, three-building plant
will be completed in February, and will
relieve badly crowded conditions at
both St. Louis Preparatory College and
Kenrick Seminary. The new plant in-
cludes a complete high school class-
room setup, gymnasium, and cafeteria.
Many Priests Needed
Need for more priests, with better
training, has been growing ever since
the war. The huge archdiocesan ex-
pansion in the past 10 years has put
the severest strain in history on semi-
nary facilities.
A 'First' For St. Louis
As a result of the new construction,
the St. Louis Archdiocese will possibly
have the first diocesan seminars in the
world with high school, college, and
theology departments housed insepar-
tate, distinct structures. Until now St.
Louis Prep'aratory Seminary has been
half high school, half college, with
seminarians finishing the last two
years at nearby Kenrick, and remaining
there to complete four years of theo-
logical studies.
Shortly after February, the high
school students will use the new build-
ings, which will be known as the High
School Seminary. The present semi-
nary faculty will staff the new plant.
The college students will study at the
existing St. Louis Preparatory Semi-
nary, which will become a full, four-
year college.
Accredited by Mo. U.
St. Louis Preparatory College De-
partment is now a junior college ac-
credited by the University of Missouri.
It will remain a junior college, but
junior students will be added next fall,
and seniors in the fall of 1958, making
the college a four-year institution.
Space Badly Needed
"Completion of the new buildings
will give the Archdiocese of St. Louis
one of the finest seminary installations
in the country," said Father Edward
Riley, rector of the Preparatory Semi-
nary. "It will give all the seminarians
badly needed space, and make for far
more efficient operation of all three.
Younger students will study in a
sep'arate building from college students,
giving more opportunities for the stu-
dents to learn."
Virtually all of the 437 students at
the three seminaries are from the
Archdiocese of St. Louis. The largest
single contingent not a part of this
diocese are the 22 young men studying
for the Maryknoll priesthood. The
Springfield-Cape Girardeau Diocese
has 12 seminarians at Kenrick; Jef-
ferson City has six and Kansas City-
St. Joseph Diocese has one. All the
rest are studying for the St. Louis
Archdiocesan priesthood.
The new construction will provide
facilities for 500 students in the high
school department, and 200 at Kenrick.
Holy Trinity Parish
Celebrates Golden Jubilee
During 1957 Holy Trinity Parish will
observe a memorable event-the golden
anniversary of the parish. Since No-
vember 3, 1907, when it was formally
dedicated, Holy Trinity Church has
grown steadily for fifty years. The
first Holy Trinity Church was dedi-
cated November 3, 1907. A small wooden
structure, it was built by Patrick
A. Finney, the first pastor. On Octo-
ber 12, 1914, a two-room frame build-
ing was purchased from the Highland
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Fr. Schorsch Celebrates His Golden Jubilee
Rev. Alexander Schorsch, C.M.
Very-,few men can: claim the distinc-
tion: of having devoted fifty years to
the priestly ministry and one who has
done so can rightly rejoice in the
goodness of God towards him. Such a
one is Father Alexander Schorsch, who
last December commemorated the fif-
tieth anniversary of his ordination
to the priesthood. Pather is the only
member of his class to reach this
jubilee.
Father Schorsch came to this country
from Hungary in the year 1895. He
was ordained to the priesthood on Dec.
20, 1906, at Kenrick Seminary in St.
Louis by the late John Cardinal Glen-
nion, then a bishop. For several years
he taught Latin, Mathematics, Greek,
and Gregorian Chant here at the
seminary besides being organist. In
1911 he was transferred to St. Thomas
Seminary, Denver, where he remain-
ed until 1915 when he was assigned
to the old St. Louis Preparatory
Seminary on Cass Avenue. In 1920 he
began his graduate work at the Uni-
versity of Louvain, Belgium, where he
obtained his Ph. D. in 1925. Returning
to the Barrens, Fr. Schorsch taught
Philosophy until he was assigned to
DePaul where he has remained since
1927.
Co-Author of Religious Instructions
During the 1930's, Father Schorsch
and his sister, Sister M. Dolores, O.S.B.,
co-authored a new system of :
instructions. In this new syste
were no routine questions and
to be learned and repeated ag
again throughout the grades a
old Catechetical method. These
workbooks were devised for
the eight elementary grades a
soon accepted as the official t(
of the archdiocese and later ad(
other dioceses. Religious ins
was tied up with all other pro
learning, with art, literature,
and even architecture. In this
story of Christ was taught. Th
psychological methods of teachi
employed, as well as making us
cellent background material tak
the Fathers of the Church, p'o
propriate to the subject matter,
and pictures of artistic meri
colored by the children.
Dean of DePaul Graduate
Father Schorsch served as
DePaul's graduate school from
1951 when he retired.
His talents have been exer4
many fields. He is an ardent
of classical music and art anm
natural talent for languages, s
fluently Hungarian, German,
talian, and English.
Father observed his fiftieth
Christmas At The
Barrens - 1956
The holiday season at the Barrens
this year lasted from December 20 to
January 4. In those few days we man-
aged to get in a lot of activity. A very
big job to be done of course was decor-
ating the place, a task which took up1906 the first three holidays. That these
efforts were successful was attested to
by the Superior, Fr. Martin, who told us1956 that the decorating (as well as our
other holiday activity) was at least as
good if not better than what had
been done along these lines in the past,
Music Plays A Large Part
Music, religious as well as secular,
played a large part in making the
holidays profitable and enjoyable. In
religious music, iFr. Kwakman, our
musical director, devoted himself tire-
lessly to producing a fitting quality of
singing. He directed the choir at the
Christmas Novena and in the singing of
the Midnight Mass on Christmas Day.
In the field of secular music, the stu-
dents produced the musical "Lady
Luck." This musical is based on a
story about a group of Damon Runyon
religious characters. Several of the outstanding
m there performers in the musical were Don
answers Berkbigler as "Nathan Detroit," Paul
n n DiGrazia as "Benny," Ron King as
,Pain and
s in the "Shy," and Joe Schlade as 'Big Jule."
religion Two of the best songs were "Fugue For
each of Tinhorns" and "Sit Down, You're
nd were Rockin' the Boat." The show was pro-nd ere
extbooks duced by Ron Ramson and Tim Mad-
pted by den. Bob McEvoy handled the music.
Btruction oth the Midnight Mass and the musi-
gressive cal were recorded by tape and sent
gmusicv to the confreres on Formosa through
way the the CSMC. We trust that they enjoyed
e latest the recordings. Here should be men-
ing were tioned also the work of the seminary's
e of ex- radio station, KSMB, directed by
:en from Father Miller, which broadcasted both
ems ap- seasonal and non-seasonal music dur-
hymns, ing the holidays. It certainly helped us
it to be to get into the holiday spirit.
School Play ProductionsSchool
The students produced two plays thisdean of
1928 to year, both of them well-known: "De-
tective Squad 21," directed by Joe
Dowd, and "How I Won My Medal,"
cised in directed by Al Lee. Lead role in "De-
tective Squad 21" was played by Royd has aS as a Persich, and by Don Spitzka in "How
•peakingpeaking I Won My Medal." Several of the lay
French,
employees of the seminary and their
families attended the performance of
jubilee "How I Won My Medal."
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Missouri
The Barrens:
Father Miller conducted the retreat for the juniors and
seniors, Father Kaiser for the freshmen and sophomores of St. Vincent's
High School in Perryvilleo
Father Falanga gave a retreat at Central Catholic High
School in Cape Girardeau.
During the month of January Father Foleydelivered the
sermons for the Miraculous Medal Novena, which is broadcast each Mon-
day evening, Father Faianga is handling this assignment during
February.
The lenses and screen for "Cinemascope" have just been
installed.
Cass Avenue:
On Monday night, JanMary 21, a farewell dinner-chinese
style-was held at Cass Avenue in honor of Father Stakelum's departure
for Formosa.. Guests included Fathers Lynn, Altenberg, Wendelin Dunker,
John Murphy, and Philip LeFevre, Father Stakelum went to Chicago by
train the same evening, and on-the next day boarded a Northwestern
Airlines plane for Tokyo. After a five-hour stopover in Japan he flew
on to Taipei.
St. Louis:
Two St. Louis confreres, Fathers Nicholas Persich and.
Thomas Feely, have made headlines in the diocesan paper in recent weeks.
In an address to a group of Catholic television, newspaper, and adver-
tising executives, Father Persich stated his belief that Catholic
Americans could effect a far more Chrlstlike atmosphere in America if
they would "stop being thankful for small favors received and demand
more of their rights". The results of Father Febly's study on therapeutic
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abortion as a disertation for a master's degree in arts at St. Louis
University also merited front-page attention. Father Feely made the
study to see if statistical evidence corroborated the Catholic teach-
ing that therapeutic abortion is against the law'
Illinois
DePaul University
Father Comerford O'Malley awarded graduate and _under-
graduate degrees to 242 students at the university's annual mid-year
convocation on February 3 in Alumni HIallo This was the first commence-
ment exercise in the new building.o Stephen A. Mitchell Chicago at-
torney and. former chairman of the Democratic antional committee, de-
livered the commencement; address.*i
St. Vincent's Seminary:
Father Schulte conducted a retreat at the Sto Louis
Preparatory Seminary for the college men,
Father Derbes concluded a convert class at Sto Michael's
Parish, Orland Parkv
Father Ganel has 15 freshmen signed up for next September
at the present moment, with many prospects in view,
California
Sto Vincent's Seminary:
Brother Bernard has completed the construction of a "lath
house" of considerable size for the growing of young plants to be used
in future landscaping. With the aid of the seminarians and by using
surplus materials, expenses have been kept at a minimum.
Work has been begun on a new wing of the srminary. This
addition, made possible through the generosity of Mrs. Estelle Doheny,
will contain offices, kitchen, three refectories (for the priests,
seminarians, and sisters), a faculty chapel and recreation room, and
living quarters for eight faculty members .
The confreres are beginning talks in the schools of the
archdiocese for vocations to the community0  Since the number of eighth
graders the confreres will be allowed to contact this year is less than
half of last year s total, they request the prayers of all in this very
important drive. It is hoped that at least 40 seminarians will be en-
rolled this September.
Texas .
Sto Mary's Seminary:
On January 16 the eminent English philosopher and author,
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Father Martin D'Arcy, S.J., visited the seminary to deliver an in-
formal lecture to the students.
Father Gerald Stamm conducted the annual four-day retreat
for the seminarians.
Father Alvin Burroughs ,ave the retreat for the seminar-
ians of Assumption Seminary in San Antonio.
St. John's Seminary:
Father Vidal conducted a ietreat for the high school
students at Hallettsvilles
Father Grass gave a retreat and conducted the Forty
Hours devotions at the Moye Military School in Castroville.
Louisiana
St. Stephen's Parish:
It was announced recently by the port chaplain of New Orleans
that owing to the increase of Catholic maritime work among seamen in
the Port of New Orleans, Father Braspenning has been appointed as-
sistant port chaplain. Father Braspenning had been stationed at St.
Stephen's since 1954. In addition to English and his Netherlands
tongue, Father Braspenning speaks French, Flemish, German, and Chinese.
Since his appointment he has been devoting his time to calling on
many foreign ships in the Port of New Orleans and to helping hospital-
ized foreign seamen.
St. Joseph's Parish;
Last month all societies and school children of the parish
joined with membersdf the Holy Name Society in observing the fiftieth
anniversary of the organization of a branch in the parish. Highlight-
ing the golden jubilee program was a Solemn High Mass in the newly-re-
decorated church, with Father Maurice Hymel, pastor and spiritual di-
rector of the unit, as celebrant.
Washington, D.C.
House of Studies:
Father Virgets has been made superior of the house, while
Father Rebenack has been appointed assistant superior.
Mission Notes
All three missions, Tainan, Kanshan, and Kaohsiung, report
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the "best Christmas ever'" About 1200 converts were baptized during
the week preceding the feast.
Quoting from Father Foxis letter of last months "Three
of us sat down to hear confessions at 6:30p.m. on Christmas Ehe and
I was still hearing them at 130 aomn .We had three Masses at mid-
night. Father Johnson had an open-air Mass in the church yard, at-
tended by 1500 Catholicso Father Kao directed the choir for this
Mass. Father Callier had standing-room-only in the chapel where he
said Mass for the American servicemen and their families. Father
Huang was at the Eastgate Chapel with the largest crowd ever there.
At this Mass a choir of Catholic students from the local university
sang hymns."
-Father Callier writes: "I was amazed to find out the
other day that besides the mission grounds here, and the church at
the East Gate, there are eighteen places where instructions are given
regularly-by the priests and catechistso It might be a private home,
a .school classroom, a yard, or street."
The extension and renovation of Father Smith's church,
St. Mary's in Kaohsiung, is nearing completion. Bishop Quinn, Father
Hickey, and Father Gallagher will have living quarters above the
front of the churcho
.Father Golli heard his first confessions in Chinese at
Christmaso He has been on- the island just a little over a year now.
All the confreres made their annual retreat during the
first week of Januaryo
Bishop Quinn went to Hong Kong in the latter part of
January to conduct the Maryknoll Fathers' retreat.
News of the Daughters of Charity
Louisiana
Hotel Dieu$
Sister Julitta celebrated her golden jubille as a Daughter
of Charity on December 29the Observance of the occasion began with a
Solemn Mass in the Hotel Dieu chapel by the Very Rev. Msgro Joseph Vath,
Vice Ohancellor. Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel of New Orleans, presided
in the sanctuary.
There was a luncheon at noon and Solemn Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament at 2030. A program in honor of the jubilarian was
presented at 3:30 in Laboure Hall. The observance closed with a din-
ner at 5 00O
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REQUIESCANT IN PACE
Fr. Coyne Fr. McDonnell
. 0
Fr. Martin
Father Thomas D. Coyne, C.M., died
on January 16 at St. Vincent's Hospital,
St. Louis. Due to infirmities, Father
Coyne had been a patient at the hos-
pital since his retirement in 1951.
Born in Mendota, Illinois, on Octo-
her 30, 1884, Father entered the Com-
munity in 1904 and was ordained to
the sacred priesthood on June 9, 1911.
After his ordination, he was sent to
Rome for graduate study, and in 1913
received his doctorate in theology from
Angelicum University. For the next
thirty-eight years Father labored. as-
siduously in the teaching of theology
throughout the Western Province.
Student Director at Kenrick
His first appointment was to Ken-
rick Seminary, where, until 1923, he
filled the post of student director. Af-
ter two years of teaching at St.
Thomas, Denver, Father was appointed
Superior of the Barrens until 1933.
After various teaching assignments at
St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau,
Missouri, and St. Louis Preparatory
Seminary, he again returned to Den-
ver, but this time as superior and rec-
tor of St. Thomas Seminary.
Vice-rector at Camarillo
Father Coyne was appointed vice-
rector and professor of fundamental
dogma and sacramental theology at
St. John's, Camarillo, in 1942.
Six years later he was transferred to
the Los Angeles Junior Seminary where
he taught Latin and religion until his
health gave out in 1951. He is survived
by a brother, iStephen Coyne, of Mo-
line, Illinois.
(Continued on Page Eight)
/Joint funeral services were held on January 8, for two confreres who were
long time friends and who died January 6 within a few hours of each other
at St. Vincent's Hospital, St. Louis.
They were Father John Joseph Martin, a former vice president and genpral
manager of Kenrick Seminary, who died of infirmities; and Father Emmett A.
McDonnell, assistant pastor at St. Vincent's parish, St. Louis, for-the past
eight years, who died of a heart disease a. short while after the death of Father
Martin.
Father Martin, 79 years old, was born at LaSalle, Illinois. He entered the
Community on October 10, 1893, and was ordained at Kenrick in June of ,1900.
For the next several years Father was engaged in college work. In 1907 he was
appointed to the post of president of St. Thomas' Seminary in Denver, anrid ii
1909-10 to the presidency of DePaul University.
He was vice-president of Kenrick from 1932 to 1943, serving as purchaser and
general manager. Father Martin was also a parish priest in New Orleans and
Kansas City, Missouri, and was pastor at Long Beach, Mississippi, when he'
suffered a stroke in 1950. He then retired and served as an assista:nt- in St.
Vincent's parish.
Two sisters, Mrs. Margaret Ganahl and Mrs. Luke McName, both of Los
Angeles, survive.
Father McDonnell, 66 years old, was born in St. Louis, Missouri; he,. too, re-
ceived his education from the Barrens and Kenrick. He and Father Martin had
been friends since he was a student of Father Martin at St. Vincent's 'College
in Los Angeles early in their careers. He was ordained in 1918 by the late Cardinal
John Glennon, then Archbishop of St. Louis.
Much of Father McDonnell's service was devoted to work at Cape Girardeau,
Dallas, Los Angeles, and Chicago. He also served as parish priest in Perryville,
LaSalle, Dallas and San Antonio. He became assistant in St. Vincent's Church
in 1948. He has no immediate relatives surviving.
The Very Rev. James Stakelum, provincial, was celebrant of the Solemn
Requiem Mass at St. Vincent's Church. Father Eugene McCarthy, pastor, was
deacon and Father Cahill of Kenrick was subdeacon. Bishop Leo C. Byrne
presided at the obsequies after the Mass. Interment was in St. Vincent's plot
in Calvary Cemetery.
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Holy Trinity's Jubilee
(Continued from Page One)
Park School Board. The Daughters of
Charity, who made up the faculty, liv-
ed at St. Paul's Hospital and rode back
and forth daily in a horse-drawn sur-
rey.
Graduation Class of Four
The first class of four students grad-
uated on June 2, 1918. In September
of 1923 the Convent was opened. The
new Holy Trinity Church was formally
dedicated on May 31, 1942 by the late
Bishop Joseph Patrick Lynch. And in
1947 the present school building was
dedicated.
Building Campaign
But this does not end the expansion
plans of Holy Trinity Parish. The
parish has inaugurated a building
campaign with a goal of $350,000
as a fitting celebration for its golden
anniversary. This drive will provide
funds for erection of the Holy Trin-
ity Library and Information Center and
for replacement of the school yard area
which will be lost through erection of
the Library and Information Center.
Two old houses have been purchased
and dismantled, resulting in an over-all
gain of 3,750 sq. ft. for playground and
parking. The entire school yard will
be graded and blacktopped. Beautifi-
cation of church, school and convent
grounds will be accomplished through
putting in new lawns and underground
water sprinkling system. Air condi-
tioning and heating of church audi-
torium will permit greater year round
use. Funds will pay for construction of
a brick terrace at side entrance of
church. This permits parishioners in
wheel chairs and those who are sick
to attend church services without hav-
ing to climb steps. And it will also
go far toward eliminating the parish
debt.
This is quite a task but Holy Trinity
Parish has quite a history and we
know they will be successful in attain-
ing their goal.
Christmas at the Barrens
(Continued from Page Two)
The deacon class, eleven strong,
helped to make the Christmas season
a more happy one for about 200 poor
children in and about Perryville. Their
work consisted in getting together
enough toys to supply this large num-
ber. The student body cooperated by
helping to repair damaged toys donated
by a merchant in Perryville, by making
new toys, and by contributing about
one-hundred dollars to purchase new
toys. In league wth the Ladies of
Charity, the deacons delivered gro-
ceries (the contribution of the Ladies)
and toys to the people living outside of
Perryville, while the Ladies of Charity
took care of those living in town.
Christmas Donations
This year again the student body
made substantial Christmas donations
to the Maison Mere, to the confreres on
Formosa and also to Holy Family
Parish in Cap'e Girardeau. We receiv-
ed warm thanks for these gifts.
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We have continued the customary
Seminary Log, the Martyrology, and
the awarding of medals for acting and
refectory reading. Joe Schlade read the
Log this year, while Bob Schererparaded
the foibles of students and novices in
the Martyrology. Dick Miller was
awarded the acting medal "for doing
the :most with the least" as "Harry
the Horse" in the musical "Lady Luck."
George Moore received the refectory
reading medal.
Fr. Schorsch's Golden
Jubilee
(Continued from Page Two)
by celebrating a Solemn Mass of
thanksgiving at the university church
on December 20. He was assisted by
the Rev. Richard B. Sherlock, C.M.,
and the Rev. Ferdinand J. Ward, C.M.,
both of the DePaul faculty.
Fr. Thomas Coyne
(Continued from Page Seven)
Very Rev. James V. Stakelum cele-
brated the Solemn, Requiem at St.
Vincent's Church, St. Louis, and Father
Kenneally gave the sermon. On Janu-
ary 18, Father was buried in the ceme-
tery at the motherhouse in Perryville,
Missouri.
You Can Help The
Vincentian Missions By
Helping Us Save Stamps
The cancelled stamps from your let-
ters are of value to us. We need them
to help gather funds for our ever
increasing missions on Formosa. We
ask help from you because we know
of your interest in the missions and
your eagerness to do something for
them.
As always, there is a great need for
every type of stamp, but particularly
in regard to such items as high de-
nominational and pre-cancelled stamps,
and most especially, commemorative
and foreign stamps.
In saving stamps for the Missions
please leave a margin of paper about
one-quarter of an inch around the
edge of the stamp. To leave too great
a margin or to save the postmark is
useless. This point is of great im-
portance, so we would greatly appre-
ciate your co-operation in this regard.
We would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank those who have sent
stamps or have helped by their pray-
ers or in any other way. Please send
all stamps to:
Foreign Mission Society
West St. Joseph Rd.
Perryville, Missouri
-E -Io r.......... .......... .... ......... .......................
.......... ........................................................
.......... !  ................ ................... . ....
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Helping People at Guardian Angel Settlement-St. Louis
These two pictures as well as the one on page eight reflect the variety of people that are helped by the Daughters
of Charity at Guardian Angel Settlement in St. Louis. (Photos Courtesy of W. J. Halaz.)
It was perfectly ridiculous! I really
felt quite foolish and I knew I would
feel even more so when the door be-
fore which I stood was opened. What
would I say-that I had been lured
here by a terrible gnawing curiosity?
This sounded a bit melodramatic. I
could say I was making a survey or, I
suppose, if worse came to worse, I
could tell the truth. I could explain that
I had been in my car waiting for a
friend in a nearby office, when I had
noticed this large building with "Guar-
dian Angel Settlement" written above
the gate. Then, as I had watched, I
had seen. so many people going in and
out. There had been mothers and
fathers with their children of various,
ages, chattering teenagers, elderly
couples, some very poorly clad while
others seemed better dressed. It was
the number and variety that had
struck me. I had started thinking-
"Settlement'"-What is a settlement,
what do people do there? Then, be-
fore I knew it, I was up the steps
ringing the doorbell. Leave it to im-
petuous me to rush in where angels
fear to . . .but obviously they didn't.
fear to tread here. The sign did say
Guardian Angel Settlement. Thus en-
couraged, I refrained from running
down' the steps when a smiling nun
opened the door and said, "Good
morning." Instead, I shuffled my feet
a bit awkardly and plunged into my
explanation. After I had finished Sis-
ter was again smiling, this time as
if she had heard an old story. "Come
right in," she said simply.
Settlement Activities
I edged through the doorway and
found myself in a cheerful entrance
hall. Sister began chatting as we walk-
ed past various rooms. I was still a bit
muddled but I managed to hear her
speak of day care, and teen- activities,
senior citizens' activities, and club
groups for different ages. She also
mentioned financial help and counsel-
ing, along with home visiting for the
needy. "Oh, then you do social work,"
I said, thinking I had grasped the
situation quite well. "Yes," she said,
"since social work can be said to be a
means of helping people. But as
Catholics we frequently speak of it
under another term, one far more
sublime because it stresses the mo-
tivating factor. We call it Charity."
I still felt as though I were on rather
shaky ground, but one more question
couldn't do too much damage so I
said, "Sister, what do you mean by
charity? That term has been rather
freely tossed about and I am not
sure I know what it really means any
more."
Sister's pleased expression seemed
to say, "I'm glad you asked me that,"
and I knew I must have touched a
favorite point. She began, "Let's say
that charity is love-love of God above
all things and love of neighbor for His
sake. This is the reason behind our
helping people. We help them because
we love them, seeing in them the
image and likeness of God. Each one,
we know, has an intellect and a free
will, faculties enabling him to know,
love and serve God now in order later
to be happy with Him forever in
eternity. Each one is a unique reflec-
tion of the infinite perfections of God,
and in this is his worth and dignity.
These are the basic facts upon which
our philosophy is built. Every aspect of
our program points to these central
principles. We are working to help
people and to educate children, with
reference to these principles."
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Facts and Figures of the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society
During the mid-thirties, the Wes-
tern Province Vincentians in China
were hard put to obtain funds for their'
missions. In 1937, Bishop Misner, then
Vicar Apostolic of Kiangsi, came to
the United States for a vacation. While
here he proposed the formation of some
sort of an organization for the support
of the Vincentian missions in China.
The American Vincentians had inherit-
ed territories which had formerly been
in the care of their French confreres.
These missions were supported, for the
most part, by the income from proper-
ties owned in Shanghai. However, by
1937 the source of support was dwind-
ling to practically nothing and infla-
tion-such iflation as only China
seems able to produce-did nothing to
alleviate the situation. Hence, the
Bishop felt tfaat; there should be some
organization here at home which
would have as its sole purpose the
support of the missions and the mis-
sionaries of the Western Province who
were laboring in Kiangsi. However,
when the Bishop returned to China,
he had received no definite commit-
ment from religious authority.
First Collection Made in 1939
In 1938, Father Paul Lloyd, C. M.,
who had been in China since 1931,
came back to this country for a vaca-
tion. He intended to return to China
a few months later, but this isn't the
way things turned out. In 1939, shortly
before his intended departure, Father
Lloyd obtained permission from the
pastor of St. Vincent's Church in
Chicago to preach there on the needs
of his own mission in Poyang and to
take up a collection. For this purpose
he had special envelopes printed for
that one occasion on which were de-
tailed some facts concerning his
Chinese parish. This collection was
such a success that Father Lloyd, re-
membering the hopes of the now de-
ceased Bishop Misner, got the idea that
a much larger work could be estab-
lished which would help all the missions
in the Vicariate as well as his own at
Poyang.
Meantime, Father Stephen Dunker,
C. M., had come back to this country on
vacation, bringing with him the hopes
and plans of the late Bishop. After
Father Lloyd's experience in Chicago,
he and Father Dunker discussed the
situation and decided to try to do some-
thing towards furthering the Bishop's
plans. This time they received all the
necessary permissions from authority,
and the Vincentian Foreign Mission:
Society was formed.
(For the sake of accuracy it might be
well to note at this point that the
Vincentian Foreign Mission ,Society had
roots which went back much farther
than 1939. As early as 1923 there had
been formed among the seminarians at
Perryville, under the guidance and in-
spiration of Father Joseph Finney, C.
M., an association whose purpose was
the financial assistance of the mission-
aries. The students collected cancelled
stamps, tinfoil, and all sorts of things
which could be turned into money and
used to help the priests in Kiangsi. And
hence the larger plan envisaged by the
Bishop and nurtured into being by
Fathers Lloyd and Dunker was really
an outgrowth of the parent trunk
originally planted when the first
American confreres of the Western
Province went to China.
Original Plans
Original plans called for a develop-
ment along these lines: Father Lloyd
would remain in the United States
for a while in order to get the organi-
zation under way. Father Thomas Ma-
honey, C. M., was sent to China for a
period of six months in order to fa-
miliarize himself with conditions there
-the needs of the priests and their
missions, etc.-and then, on his re-
turn, was to join Father Lloyd in-the
development of the new work. Later
Father Lloyd was to return to his par-
ish in Poyang and Father Mahoney
would assume directorship of the Mis-
sion Society. But, when the time for
the fulfillment of this plan arrived, God
willed otherwise. Father Lloyd was
most anxious to return to his mission.
Doctor's orders forbade it. Moreover,
the authorities in China decided that
Father Lloyd could do more good for
the mission by remaining in the
United States and guiding the organi-
zation on which the missions were to
depend.
Beginning of great things are al-
ways humble. The Vincentian Foreign
Mission Society was no exception to
this rule. Father Lloyd began with a
portable typewriter and a borrowed
desk in a borrowed corner of the of-
fices of the Vincentian Press. FPther
Robert Power, C. M., director of the
Press, not only gave the office space,
but, what was more important, was
most gracious in offering advice and
encouragement based on his years of
experience.
First Mailing List
The initial mailing list numbered
some sixty-five people. But once
started, that list grew until at the
present time it numbers in the thous-
ands. How? Through the indefatigable
efforts of Fathers Lloyd and Ma-
honey. One lone secretary took care of
things in those days while the two
priests went about the country preach-
ing the missions and their needs, striv-
ing by every means at their disposal
to interest the Catholic faithful in so
aposotlic a work. By 1941 there were
three secretaries assisting and the
mailing list had grown to 1,000. Around
this time the first addressing machine,
a hand-operated gadget, was bought.
This was a great improvement on
earlier methods. If some new machine
appeared which seemed useful for the
work, it was bought; The result is that
today the Vincentian Foreign Mission
House in St. Louis possesses an en-
velope-printer usually found only in
the shops of the manufacturers of
:envelopes. And an inserting machine
acquired a few years later was the
first of its type in St. Louis. The Rem-
ington-Rand filing system is used at
the Mission House, and everything
suitable in modern technique was ac-
quired in order to perfect the func-
tioning of the enterprise. From 1941
on the mailing list grew and grew.
Some names came in voluntarily, others
were acquired as the result of the
preaching tours of Fathers Lloyd and
Mahoney.
New Quarters Needed
By 1942 the growth of the organiza-
tion forced Father Lloyd to look for
larger quarters. Across the street from
the Vincentian Press was an old
building-run "down, dilapidated, yet
suitable for his purposes. He acquired
it very cheaply. In 1948, Father was
again forced to move.
Father Lloyd increased the mailing
list; he sent out monthly appeals; he
sold vestments to the clergy; he be-
came a dealer in candles, offering a
special convenience to the clergy in
supplying candles and vestments at a
very reasonable price and using the
profit for the support of the missions.
To the people in his monthly appeals
he sent news of the missions in China.
Sometimes he asked for financial help;
other times he sent some small gift-a
crucifix, a rosary made in China--
something to show his appreciation for
their willingness to help the missions.
What is the Mission Society doing
today? And what is the nature of
its work? Of course, the purpose-the
support of the missions and mission-
aries-is the same, with the exception
that the help is now being extended to
Formosa instead of to China.
The methods used are still much
the same as they have been for the
past years. There are direct mail ap-
peals. There is the sale of vestments
and candles. There are school projects
which help out considerably. Father
Harold Guyot, C. M., has devised a
set of teaching aids which have been
received enthusiastically. These are
cards designed to facilitate the teaching
of reading and arithmetic.
The final and best means of secur-
ing funds is participation in the Mis-
sionary Co-Operation Plan. This is
the plan which enables various mission
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Missouri
The Barrens:
Father Falanga gave a day of recollection for the Ladies of
Charity in Keokuk, Ia., and also conducted a retreat for the high school
students of St. Peter's Parish in the same town.
The deacons are continuing to conduct the Miraculous Medal
Novena broadcast over station KSGM, under the direction of Fro Miller.
Fathers Foley, Kwakman, and Miller preached at the Forty Hours
devotions held recently in the Church of the Assumption.
Fathers Lynch, Kwakman, Sheehy, Foley, and Falanga are preach-
ing the Lenten series of sermons at St. Boniface and Assumption churches.
Father Fortenberry is conducting Lenten talks at River Aux Vases.
The student choir recently had.their rendition of Handel's
"Messias" recorded. The recording formed part of an entertainment pro-
gram produced by the local council of the Knights of Columbus.
On the feast of St. Thomas the School of Theology had their
usual scholastic program. Master of Ceremonies for the occasion was Mr.
John LaVanway and Mr. Patrick Keeley read a paper on The Christian Faith
is Divine. Mr. Richard McCarthy read a paper on The Moral Aspects of
Gambling and the student choir and schola rendered two numbers under the
direction of Fr. Kwakman. The allocution was given by Fr. Prindeville.
Fr. Stakelum was with us on this occasion and gave an interesting inform-
al talk about his recent visit to Formosa.
Some new athletic equipment, including tumbling mats, parallel
bars, and a punching bag, has been procured for the gymnasium.
Mr. Wiesner and Mro Berkbigler have made beautiful matching
enclosures for the students' high fidelity equipment.
Mr. O'Brien is supervising work on the grounds here at the sem-
inary, as well as work at our summer campo The quadrangle and the area
about the grotto are undergoing a face-liftingo Multiflora roses are be-
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ing planted beside the fences; boxwoods and flower-bearing shrubs are be-
ing planted in the quadrangle. At camp much maintenance work is being
accomplished, and some beautification is being attempted as wello
In the past month the Student Foreigh Mission Society has con-
tributed about two hundred dollars to the mission in India, Italy, and
the United States. Part of this amount came from personal funds.
Sto John's Seminaryo
Fr. Kane conducted the mission at Grandview Air Force Base in
Grandview, Missouri. He has been appointed community vocational direc-
tor in the Kansas City area.
Illinois
DePaul University:
The university has recently launched a campaign to raise one
and one-half million dollars to remodel the 18-story Kimball office
building. The structure, when remodeled, will handle all of the univer-
sity's downtown facilities. It will be known as the Frank J. Lewis
downtown center, in honor of the donor of the building.
A "Committee of 100C, including business, industrial, and
professional men, has been formed to assist university officials in
raising the required funds. It is hoped that by 1958 the proposed move
from present rented quarters can be made.
The president of DePaul, Fr. Comerford O'Malley, has pointed
out that his is the first public apoeal the university has made for
assistance in 58 years. He has also noted that the remodeling of the
Kimball building is just one phase of an overall five and one-half mil-
lion dollar development program being done at DePaul.
St. Vincent's Seminary of Fournier Institute:
The new pews were installed in chapel on February 21. When a
set of Stations of the Cross are installed, the chapel furnishings will
be complete.
Father Ganel spoke to the Altar Society of Sacred Heart Parish
in Palos Park, and will give a talk to a group of parents in the Immaculate
Conception Parish in Morris, Illinois°
Father Trapp is conducting a series of Lenten sermons at Sacred
Heart Parish, Palos Park,
At the present time about thirty freshmen have been signed up
for next fallo
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Colorado
St, Thomas Seminary:
Four bishops and eighty priests were present for the closing of
the Forty Hours' Devotion at the seminary. The closing took place on
the feast of St. Thomas Aquinas, Archbishop Vehr was celebrant.
An interesting lecture on "Archaeology in the Holy Land". was
presented to the sutdent body by Dr. Avram Biran, consul general for the
Israeli government in western United States.
Fr. Keneally conducted a retreat for the priests of the diocese
of Madison, Wisconsin, during the latter part of January.
The celebration of Solemn Mass in the seminary chapel on the
first two Sundays of February was televised by a local station. The
students sang a p6lyphonic Mass on the first Sunday, and a Gregorian Mass
on the second Sunday. Fr. John Karssen directed.
Louisiana
St. Katherine's Parish
Fr. Louis Meteye conducted a day of recollection for the Ladies
of Charity of Hotel Dieu on March 17. Twenty new members were added to
the group on that day.
Arizona
Phoenix:
Fr. Phillip LeFevre has been apoointed pastor of a newly-erect-
ed parish here.
California
St. Charles Church.
Fr. Vincent Walsh is busy launching a building program in the
parish,. The objective is a new convent, and eventually a new school.
The project has the full endorsement of Archbishop Mitty.
Fr. John Clark preached the popular Lourdes Novena. The attend-
ance at the novena was very satisfactory. Lourdes water was distributed
on the last night of the novena,
Fr, William Stein condubcthd a three-day retreat for the nursitg
staff of Mary's Help Hospital.
Texas
Assumption Seminary:
Fr. Joseph Daspit gave a retreat to the nursing staff at the
hospital operated by the daughters of Charity in Waco, Texas,
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Fr. Cecil Parres conducted a retreat for the nurses working
in the hospital of the Daughters of Charity in Austin, Texas.
The retreat for the young men at St. John°s Seminary was given
by Fr. James Fischer.
Fro Fischer also preached at the Forty Hours' Devotions at
Santa Rosa Hospital.
Fr. McOwen conducted a retreat for the pupils of St. Theresa's
Academy in San Antonio, and also gave a day of recollection for about two
dozen military chaplains of the area.
Washington, D.oC
House of Studies:
Fr. Bronars has successfully passed his final examination for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the field of education. He receiv-
ed a Master's degree from the Catholic University just two years ago.
Missouri
Cass Avenue:
In accord with the Missionary Cooperation Plan the following
places have assigned parishes in which the Vincentian Foreign Mission
Society can make appeals:
Archdiocese of St. Louis.........oo ...oo19
Archdiocese of Chicago ... ... ........ 0. .4
Archdiocese of Los Angeles,,.............4
Archdiocese of St. Paulo............... ll
Diocese of Springfield, Ill..............4
Diocese of Winona, Minn... ...............
Diocese of Wichita, Kan.o...o ......... .3
Diocese of Springfield-Capeo...........18
Diocese of Dallas. .......................
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
parishes
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Fr. Green Dies in California-Requiescat In Pace
REV. JOHN E. GREEN
Solemn Mass of Requiem was sung
Feb. 26 for the repose of the soul of
Father John Edward Green, who died
at St. Vincent's Hospital, Los Angeles,
on Feb. 23. He was 79.
Father was born in Lincoln, Nebras-
ka, Dec. 1, 1877. After attending schools
in Lincoln, Neb., Albany, N. Y., and'
the Apostolic school here at Perryville,
John Green entered the Novitiate,
March 24, 1894. It was on June 14,
1901, that Father Green's student life
was crowned with the reception of the
sacred Priesthood at the old Kenrick
Seminary. The ordaining prelate was
Archbishop John Kain.
All of Father Green's priestly life, ex-
cept for a few months of parish work in
St. Louis, were expended in the class-
room, a very unglamorous and thank-
less job, but one to which he consecrat-
ed himself with tireless enthusiasm
and energy. Old St. Vincent's Col-
lege, Los Angeles, was the first to
benefit from Father's teaching of the
classics and mathematics. He also
served as prefect of discipline (1901).
Grads of the old college still tell
of the day that Fr. Green, wearing an
old sweat shirt, appeared on the dia-
mond to cover third base, the "hot
corner," against the New York Giants,
only then, he was under the alias of
"Verdi." After a few years of playing
against this remarkable athlete, the late
.John McGraw accosted Father in the
locker room and tried to show him
the splendor of a future in professional
ball. When a Giant contract was pro-
duced, Father clamly declined: "I
promised my mother I'd never play
professional baseball."
McGraw walked away, red in the
face and mumbling in a blue-vein.
Several days later McGraw attended
Mass with members of the St. Vin-
cent's ball club. There on the altar,
vested for Mass, was "Mr. Verdi." Mc-
Graw promptly apologized after Mass.
After St. Vincent's came DePaul
University, (M.A.-1912, Ph.D.-1917)
Dallas University, St. Louis Prep
Seminary, and the old Junior Seminary
in L. A. Father took up this last post
in 1933 and remained there until his
retirement on the occasion of his
Golden Sacerdotal Jubilee in 1951.
During these years Father had
built himself a deserved reputation as
a renowned professor of Greek. There
are few in this country who have ap-
proached his knowledge of the lan-
guage. One of his most successful
classes was in teaching the etymology
of English words derived from the
Greek.
On one occasion he was involved in
a controversy with a man concerning
the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.
The discussion was brought to a swift
finale when Father asked his adversary
whether he had read the two in the
original. The latter replied he hadn't
and admitted he was no match in ar-
guing with Father on the subject.
When not teaching class or engaged
in other priestly activities, Father
could be found in his room pouring
over the texts of the ancient Greeks. He
possessed the marks of a real scholar-
studiousness, industry and thorough-
ness.
From 1954 until he was transferred to
St. Vincent's Hospital recently, Father
resided in a hospital under the care
of the Brothers of St. John of God.
Ministers of the Mass were all from
our Lady Queen of Angels Seminary:
Very Rev. Victor Roden, celebrant;
Fr. William Ready, deacon; Fr. Ed-
ward Brennan, subdeacon, and Fr.
William Barr preached the eulogy.
Father Green was buried in the Vin-
centian Fathers' plot in Calvary Ceme-
tery, Los Angeles.
Guardian Angel Settlement
(Continued from Page One)
"That's really a tremendous respon-
sibility and you must be kept very
busy, working with so many groups and
individuals, both adults and children."
Social Work
"That's right," Sister said. "And by
the way, you brought up another good
point when you mentioned groups and
individuals, because when we speak
of social work we ordinarily have in
mind three big categories. Please for-
give me if I sound a bit oratorical list-
ing them one, two and three, but I
think it helps to point up the distinc-
tion. The three categories are:
1) Social casework, which is helping
people on a one-to-one basis;
2) social group work, which consists
in helping people in specified group
situations;
3) community organization, which is
helping people through over-all plan-
ning of the community in general and
using its various resources.
"Now in an agency such as ours, Sis-
ter continued, "we are able to offer
some of these services to those who
live in our neighborhood. You see a
Settlement tries, as best it can, to fill
many of the social needs of the sur-
rounding neighborhood. We try to do
this by offering facilities, along with
trained leadership, to our clients, young
and old, boys and girls, men and
women, regardless of race or creed."
Just then a group of laughing young-
sters came in from outside. "It's lunch
time now," Sister said. "These children
attend nearby schools and come here
for. a hot lunch. They are also here
before school in the morning and again
in the afternoon until their parents
come for them. We have children
ranging in age from three to twelve
years. The pre-schoolers are with us
the entire day. This makes up what
we term our Day Care Program, a ma-
(Continued on Page Eight)
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jor focus of ours, because it is a special
need of people in this area. Day Care
is essentially a partnership of three
professions-social case work, health
and education.
S"The job of the social case worker is
a many-faceted one. She interviews
parents in order that it may be de-
cided whether or not a particular need
is present in the home situation, mak-
ing it necessary for the child to be
placed in day care. She considers the
problem from the point of view of
the child's personality and needs, and
whether he can be constructively serv-
ed by "this type of program. She con-
sults with teachers about special prob-
lems of. individual children and cor-
relates knowledge of parental atti-
tudes, home environment and other
significant information.
"Health, both mental and physical,
is considered before a child's entrance,
as well as throughout the day care
program. Special attention is given to
diet, exercise, rest, proper play facilities
and other factors concerning the men-
tal and physical well-being of a child.
"Education is approached from the
aspects of the true meaning of the
word. The word education came
from the Latin 'educo', which
means 'to lead out.' This is the task
of the teacher-to draw out the best
that is in each child. With this in
mind,: then, the child is helped to de-
velop, to grow spiritually and intellect-
ually as well as physically and socially."
Seeing is Believing
As Sister was talking we had come
to one of the playrooms. When I gazed
around the room my facial expression
must have revealed my puzzled effort
to connect the scene before me with
what Sister had been saying about
philosophy and education. At any rate,
Sister was wearing her understanding
smile and she said, "You're wondering
how, blocks, dolls, doll furniture, a
water-play tub, a wood-working bench
and all these other materials about
the room play a part in the process
of education that I was describing.
You're wondering just how a setting
of this type is an educational one."
In response to my rather awed ex-
pression and an eager nod of my
head, Sister began'to explain.
"Each child here is engaged in an
activity which fulfills a very real
need. Our method is to offer many
kinds of opportunties for development,
along with much .'freedom in the
choice of activities. Children's interests
and needs are satisfied in a variety of
ways. The possibilities for creativity
and use of the imagination are un-
limited with these many different
pieces of equipment. All of this helps
to bring out the God-given potential of
each child. For example, with the
blocks and the accessories you see in
this corner the children create all kinds
of structures, and a great deal of
constructive learning results. Play, you
know, is God's plan of work for little
children. Monsignor Johnson points
out that 'this objective (education for
character) for the education of Chris-
tian citizens accepts the principles that
real learning takes place only on the
basis of experience. Education is an
active, not a passive, process; it is
something that the learner does for
himself under the direction and guid-
ance of his teachers. It is accomplished
by means of self-activity.'
"The teachers you see are here to
guide the children. They do not usually
enter directly into the play, but are
close enough to be of assistance if it
is needed. During this time the teachers
are observing and are available to
guide the children or 'lead' them to-
wards ways of acting which will grad-
ually become habits as they grow older.
For as we know, from infancy on we
are constantly forming accustomed
ways of acting which results in habits
as we mature. If these ways of acting
are not good, it will be a great deal
more difficult in later life to act in
conformity with right reason. As the
philosopher would say, then, we 'con-
dition' little children in this process of
'leading' them toword right action.
"This type of guidance and direction
also gives children the opportunity and
the freedom to solve real problems.
This is most important, for the best
way to train the mind is to confront
it with real problems.
"Through this 'leading' process and
the repeated right action which re-
sults, the children form habits within
themselves such as obedience, justice,
sharing and perservance. It is im-
portant to note that this is an active
process for each child. He is not mold-
ed, as it were, from the outside.
Goal of the Settlement
"Thus our goal is to prepare the
children for living according to the
moral virtues and most especially ac-
cording to charity. Of course, this
charity permeates our other program
here at the Settlement as well."
"You know, Sister, I've never realized
that philosophy could be so beautifully
incorporated in programs such as this.
Every bit of planning and procedure
seems to have its source and meaning
in the principles you spoke of. I'd
like to see how this is worked out in
the other program. I believe you men-
tioned teen activities and
Just then a horn vigorously sounded,
and it had a most familiar tone. I be-
gan to laugh. I completely forgot that
someone would be waiting for me.
Showing me to the door, Sister said,
"If you really want to know more
about our programs, do come back when
you have more time."
"I certainly will, Sister," I said, "and
thank you very much."
As I walked down the steps I smil-
ed as I imagined my friend replying
to the explanation of my absence by
saying, "Wasn't that rather . . .
ridiculous . . .to rush right in like
that . . . ?" But I no longer felt
ridiculous. I felt as though a new
avenue of interest lay before me to be
further explored.
Vincentian Foreign
Mission Society
(Continued from Page Two)
congregations to send a representative
to specified parishes to appeal to the
laity. Then a special collection is taken
up for this purpose. The only drawback
to this plan is that only a small amount
of parishes may be entered each year.
The Vincentian Foreign Mission So-
ciety continues to grow. When the day
comes that God wills to send Western
Province Vincentians back into the
vast land of China, this means of sup-
port will be ready to take over the ex-
tra burden of supplying the missioners'
material needs. Right now it must keep
busy helping out our confreres in
Formosa.
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Formosa- A Very Promising Mission Field
The picture at the left is the Priest house at Tainan. The basement has a three-room dispensary; the first floor has
a chapel, reading room, kitchen, dining room, and two priests' rooms. The second floor contains a recreation hall and
six priests' rooms. The picture on the right is of our Kangshan mission where Rev. J. G. Meijer is pastor.
Some five years have passed since
,two missionary Vincentian Fathers of
the Western Province first landed on
Formosa to preach the Gospel of
Christ. The time seems ripe to review
what has been accomplished in the
vwork of conversion on the island in
those five years, and in particular what
has been done by the Vincentians.
Statistics Tell the Tale
The latest Formosa Catholic Direc-
tory gives some revealing statistics on
the success of the Church on the
island. In 1952 there were but 20,000
Catholics on Formosa. In 1953 they
numbered 25,000. In the next year
there were 32,000. In 1955 the total
amounted to 48,000, and up to June of
last year there were 81,700 Catholics
in all. Present estimates hover around
100,000. This adds up to about one per
cent of the total population. In addi-
tion, there are now 440 priests, 40
brothers, and 250 sisters actively en-
'gged in the spreading of the Word
of .Christ.. These are the most recent
statistics for the island as a whole.
In comparison with these figures the
results ,of our province's missionary ac-
tivity are remarkable. Five years ago
there were only two confreres on the
island caring for but a handful of
mainland Chinese. Today, with but
sixteen priests, nine of them from the
Western Province, we have under our
charge about a sixth of the entire
Catholic population of the island.
There are some 13,000 Catholics in our
three missions located in Tainan,
Kaohsiung, and Kangshan, and about
2,000 more are receiving instructions at
the present time.
Type of People
As we have pointed out in previous
articles, our confreres on Formosa are
specialists. They work almost exclusive-
ly among the Chinese mainlanders.
This is the group that fled to Formosa
just a few years ago in advance of the
onrushing Chinese Reds. They num-
ber more than one and one-half mil-
lions. Now you might wonder just
what kind of people they are, and why
they are at present so anxious to be-
come Catholics. In .general, these
Chinese mainlanders are fairly young,
well-educated people. They come from
a background of advanced Chinese cul-
ture. Their well-developed minds are
prepared for the sublimity of Catholic
teachings, and they embrace them
with great fervor when given the gift
of faith by God. As a class these
people might be categorized as leaders,
for they are associated with the Na-
tionalist Army and industrial and busi-
ness circles. Many are professional
teachers. Wealth they do not have;
in fact, most of them have just enough
to get along on. This type of convert
augurs well for the future, for the day
when in God's providence they will re-
turn to all parts of the mainland and
in their lives and occupations will be
witnesses of the Faith. Then perhaps
the Church of China will witness a
millenium of conversions.
Instruction Easier
These mainlanders are much easier
to work with than those among whom
our confreres toiled for so long in the
rural districts of China. They are edu-
cated, while the country people were
niot. That means much more facility in
instructing. Also, the catechists avail-
able to our missioners are of the high-
est quality. Some of them are high
school and college professors. Travel
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Daughters of Charity 100 Years in Santa Barbara
When the Daughters of Charity of
St. Vincent de Paul established the
first English-speaking school in Santa
Barbara one hundred years ago, there
were less than nine hundred in-
habitants in the area.
This was about ten years after the
conquest of California by American
troops. As a result, historic Santa Bar-
bara became disturbed by the influx of
newcomers from the East, and the
peaceful quiet common to the Spanish
period gave way to a turbulent cos-
mopolitanism.
The blighting depression of 1857 was
already gripping the country. City lots
in Santa Barbara were selling for as
little as one to five dollars each, quite
a contrast to today's selling price.
Days of the Vigilantes
Roads leading to the city and even
the king's highway were beset by ban-
dits. The now beautiful suburban
Montecito was a rendezvous of horse
thieves and outlaws.
The spectacular outlaw Jack Powers
and his gang were at their greatest
height until that summer, when fifty
vigilantes from San Luis Obispo put
an end to the last organized outlawry
of its kind.
These were the conditions which
faced the five pioneer Sisters when
they arrived and opened their first
school. The building was a three room
adobe structure a few miles north of
the business district. There for seven-
teen years they carried on the work
of visiting the poor and educating the
children of the town.
The preceding year, six Daughters
of Charity had come to Los Angeles,
the first religious community of women
to come to the Southland. This was
shortly after Bishop Thaddeus Amat,
C.M., of Monterey had taken residence
at Santa Barbara.
For more than sixty years education
of a sort prevailed spasmodically and
unsteadily, beginning with Jose Manuel
Toca, a ship's boy, who came to Santa
Barbara as a teacher in 1795.
Under the American flag, the first
school was conducted along Spanish
lines by Senior Victor Vega Villareal,
who received his fee and authority
from the town council until 1852. In
1854, school commissioners were ap-
pointed and in the following year the,
Gazette printed, "We now have in this
city a school containing nearly seventy
scholars." But the English language
was not taught and there was no school
house. Classes were conducted in an
old pueblo building, damp and poorly
lighted, much older than the Mission
buildings on the neighboring hill. For
lack of books the students studied an
alphabet written in chalk on the walls.
The Sisters, there found the first
school in the region that had English
standards of education and filled a
need of the growing American popula-
tion. In a short time the building was
overcrowded and it was not unusual
to see children coming to this school
in oxcarts, wagons and on donkeys.
In 1873, the Sisters bought a parcel of
land in town and constructed on it a
two-story brick building. It was scarce-
ly finished in the following year when
it was burned down. But this did not
stop the Sisters; they were deter-
mined to have a school. So they began
to rebuild and when in November 1874
the new building was completed, the
Sisters conducted a boarding school
for girls, a day school and a home for
orphaned children, and since there was
as yet no hospital in the city, they
fitted up a small infirmary across the
street to meet the needs of the sick
in the community.
A Day Nursery Needed
It was during World War I that the
need for a day nursery arose and thus
was begun the St. Vincent Day Nursery,
which is still in operation. By 1919,
crowded conditions of the orphanage
made imperative a new building. Con-
struction began in 1923; and in No-
vember of the following year the or-
phanage was moved to its present home
on Hollister Avenue, on the exact spot
where seventy years before, the first
English speaking school in Santa
Barbara was established.
Slow-Learner Program
Aware of the need of specialized
care for the slow-learner, the Sisters
discontinued the work of conducting
the orphanage, technically so called,
and inaugurated a training program for
slow-learning girls, aged five to eigh-
teen years. Because of the large enroll-
ment it was necessary to enlarge the
building. In 1949 ten new classrooms
were added which, together with other
buildings and the spacious grounds,
have given St. Vincent's School ade-
quate educational, spiritual and en-
vironmental facilities. At the present
time the school is staffed by seven-
teen Sisters and twenty-nine lay em-
ployees. The capacity enrollment of
175 girls is generally maintained.
In addition to this work the Sisters
still carry on the work for which their
community was organized: that of
visiting the poor in their homes and
in the local hospitals. And also they
go to the church in Goleta, where they
teach catechism after school.
Memorial To
Bishop Amat In
San Gabriel Valley
Bishop Amat Memorial High School,
an archdiocesan, constructional school
made possible by the Youth Education
Fund campaign of 1956, is now under
construction and will open next fall,
His Eminence James Francis Cardinal
McIntyre announced recently.
The new school, which will enroll
both boys and girls in separate classes,
will serve a dozen parishes in north-
eastern San Gabriel Valley.
Its 18-acre site is at Fairgrove and
Orange Avenues in Los Angeles County
territory just outside West Covina
and La Puente.
The new school will be a memorial
to Bishop Thaddeus Amat, C.M., South-
ern California's third bishop and the
first to make his residence in Los
Angeles. It was Bishop Amat who built
St. Vibiana's Cathedral and who
opened Los Angeles' first college, St.
Vincent's.
History of Bishop Amat
On the same day that the archdio-
cese of San Francisco was constituted,
Fr. Thaddeus Amat, C.M., was named
Bishop of Monterey to succeed Bishop
Joseph Alemany, O.P.
Like his predecessor, Bishop Amat
was born in Spain and came to the
U. S. missions shortly after his ordina-
tion to the priesthood in 1838. He work-
ed principally in Louisiana and Mis-
souri until 1847, when he was appointed
director of the Seminary of St. Char-
les Borromeo in Philadelphia.
When he learned that Pope Pius IX
had designated him Bishop of Monte-
rey, he made every effort to escape
the mitre, even going to Rome fully
determined to decline the honor. Hap-
pily, he was persuaded to accept and to
be consecrated by Cardinal Franzoni
March 12, 1854.
The diocese of Monterey was then
limited to that portion of California
from the latitude of San Jose south
to the Mexican border; nevertheless,
it still embraced more than 87,000
square miles of frontier, with a mixed
and scattered population, the Francis-
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Missouri
The Barrens :
Father Foley conducted the retreat for the ordinands at Ken-
rick Seminary recently.
Father Prindeville was in charge of the monthly day of recol-
lection for the local Deanery in April.
The Forty Hours' devotions at St. Genevieve were conducted by
Father Miller.
A recent day of recollection at St. Maurus' parish in Belgique
for the young men and women of the parish was conducted by Father Falanga.
Congratulations to Brother Joseph Willenbring on his taking of
temporary vows.
St. Vincent's College:
Fires have broken out recently in the auditorium and sacristy.
Fortunately, damage has been slight.
Father Wilson has been elected treasurer of the Camera Club at
Cape Girardeau,
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary:
The high school department has been accepted for accreditation
by the North Central Association. For some time previous to this it had
been accredited to the State of Missouri
The inspection committee was composed of approximately equal
numbers from public and private schools. Confreres on the committee in-
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eluded Fathers Sherlock, Brennan, and Pittman. St. Louis University
was also represented, among others by Drs. Holland, Korfmacher, and
Lodge.
The senior students of the high school acted as a guiding com-
mittee for the inspection group, and were a factor in helping the school
achieve a good rating. One of the highest ratings was on the basis of
student-faculty relations and the faculty qualifications as counsellors.
The scholastic rating was also very high.
Some of the more important recommendations of the committee
were: the addition of another year of mathematics in the high school;
use of a summer school period for prospective freshmen; some suggestions
for the physical plant of the new school.
During Lent Father Weber has been giving the Lenten series of
talks at Sto Edward's Church.
Father Edward Mullin conducted the Forty Hours devotions at
St. Catherine of Alexandira's Church.
Father McHugh gave a day of recollection at St. Michael's
parish.
St. John's Seminary:
Father Dimond Ryan conducted a Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena
at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Kansas CityO
Father DeWitt will give a Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena at
St. Peter's in May.
Fathers Zimmerman and Corcoran will attend the community educa-
tional meeting at Sto Louis Prep.
Father Zimmerman, secretary of the Minor Seminary Association,
will attend a conference of this organization in Milwaukee in the near
future.
The faculty is well s&tisfied with the attendance at a recent
"open House 8" at the seminary. The bishop's residence was open to the
public as well.
Illinois
DePaul University:
George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, has accepted an invita-
tion to deliver the graduation address at DePaul' University's 59th an-
nual convocation to be held in Alumni Hall on June 5. Mr, Meany will be
awarded an honorary doctor of laws degree. Outstanding Chicagoans re-
presenting labor, business and the professions will be invited to attend
a luncheon preceding the graduation exercises at which' Mro Meany will be
the honored guest0
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Arizona
Regina Cleri Seminary:
Father Mahoney has been giving talks on vocations at several
of the parishes in the Tucson area. Most recently he has been engaged
in delivering a series of Lenten talks in St. Joseph's parish.
Father Burger has had the opportunity to address a group of
Methodists on the subjects of "the Catholic Church", and "Mixed
Marriages"; and some Lutherans on "The Mass".
Texas
Assumption Seminary:
Father Daspit conducted a four-day mission at Kelly Air Force
Base in the beginning of April.
Father Kavanaugh gave a day of recollection at Fall River,
Texas, recently.
The new buildings are progressing on schedule. The corner
stone will be laid on May 19th. The structures are expected to be ready
for use by next September.
St. John's Seminary:
Father John O'Connor conducted a day of recollection for the
ladies of St. Louis parish in Castroville.
Father Hoernig gave the Forty Hours' devotion at Halletsville.
The dedication of the new buildings is scheduled for May 19th.
Archbishop O&Brien of Chicago will preside0
Louisiana
Charity Hospital:
Sister Margaret, director of the Sister's divisions at Charity
Hospital, is at present in Europe on an extended tour. A graduate of
LSU and a fellow of the American College of Hospital Administrators,
Sister Margaret assumed her present post at Charity in 1954 after serv-
ing as administrator of institutions in Illinois, Missouri, Texas, and
California. Together with four companions she will visit foundations of
the order in Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Spain, Portugal, France, and
the British Isles. From June 2-7 the group will attend the tenth congress
of the International Federation of Hospitals in Lisbon as official dele-
gates of the Catholic Hospital Association of the United States and
Canada.
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California
St. Vincent's Seminary:
Father O'Donnell has been very active lately. He has recent-
ly assumed the duties of the seminary- a ir raidwarden andin addi-
tion has become faculty adviser of the new school paper, "Los Brazos de
San Vincente". The first edition of the paper was published this month.
Thirty-two boys took the entrance examinations earlier in the
month for the Fall term.
Seminary of Our Lady, Queen of the Angels:.
Life in a seminary and how to go about getting there were dis-
cussed by Father Haley and five of the seminarians on a recent tele-
vision program. Father Haley led the informal panel discussion, which
covered the purposes of a seminary and the steps taken by a young man
on the road to the priesthood.
St. Charles Church:
The amount of money pledged toward the building fund is grow-
ing steadily. It is planned to erect a new convent for the Holy Cross
Sisters who teach in the parish school, and in time a new school is also
planned. The work of collecting the pledges has been done by the men of
the parish.
A visiting Spanish confrere, Father Alcalde, has been giving
a helping hand during the busy Holy Week.
Mission News
Quoting from a recent letter from Bishop Qu inn:
"Last week we gave a mission to the American adult Catholics,
and each night there were about fifty present. For many of them it was
probably their first mission. Results were favorable. Quite a few re-
turned to the sacraments who had not been practicing for a long time.
Three non-Catholics also made the mission, one of them a Mormon. Now
there is a group of seven or eight who wish to come one evening a week
to get answers to questions on Catholic odctrine.
"I saw a man from our diocese (Yukiang)<. He is the nephew of
Father Tcheou, C.M., and receives letters from his uncle on the mainland,
He says that Father Teng, C.M., is still running things and that there
are priests in fourteen of our parishes saying Mass. In the whole of the
province (Kiangsi) there are only twelve other parishes open.
A recent report from a confrere on Formosa indicates that the
convert movement is beginning to take hold somewhat among the native
Taiwanese, something seldom heard of previously0
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NEW SEMINARY FOR BETHANY, OKLAHOMA
The works of the Community con-
tinue to expand. St. Francis de Sales
Seminary in Bethany, Oklahoma, will
in the near future have a completely
new plant, better adapted to modern
educational needs. The seminary,
hitherto housed in separate cottages,
will be moved to a new building, con-
struction of which will be begun im-
mediately. The Most Rev. Eugene J.
McGuinees, Bishop of Oklahoma City,
has announced that a construction
contract has been awarded to an Okla-
homa City construction company.
Construction work will be started
immediately and several contracts will
be awarded at a later date for a water
and sewage system, convent and two
caretakers' dwellings, paved drive and
landscaping.
The architect, Fred A. Zaroor, who
was commissioned to execute the archi-
tectural-engineering work, gives the
following account to describe the fea-
tures of this project.
Contemporary Design
The architectural design of this
building is contemporary and func-
tional, for the development of this
large educational plant. Its conception
by His Excellency, his building com-
mittee, and the architect was brought
about after extensive research planning
analysis which eliminated the idea
of a college type campus design or
separate buildings.
The building will face south and, be-
ing northwest of Oklahoma City, will
be just north of Northwest highway,
approximately three miles outside the
city limits. Plans indicate the width
across the front to be 522 feet and the
depth of projected wings 274 feet.
The exterior is enhanced with the
use of Glacier Blue granite on the
facade of the projected chapel, and also
the base of the white Vermont marble
tower, which is set in a 24-foot water
reflecting pool. The pool will spray
water upward and with night flood
lighting display a sparkle of mirrored
haze. The 5-foot diameter, eight-point
white marble pillar tower will be 56
feet and 6 inches in height and sur-
mounted by a 20-foot bronze cross.
The chapel side walls on the east
and west will each have six 28 feet
high fins, faced with Tennessee stone
and offset with varied colored stained
leaded glass windows. All other ex-
terior materials will maintain a solidity
of volume and yet a softness in color
and design to eliminate the harshness
of cold hard surfaces. This same trend
was followed throughout the entire
interior design of the structure.
(Continued on Page Eight)
This picture is of our mission in Kaohsiung. This building
has been enlarged for the church and also a new rectory has
been built.
Formosa Mission
(Continued from Page One)
difficulties are not great, since the
population is concentrated. In general
again, the contrast between the kind
of work formerly done on the mainland
and that being accomplished now on
Formosa is rural versus urban.
As for the reason why the Chinese
mainlanders are entering the Church
in such great numbers, perhaps it is
this: these people, in leaving their
homeland, have lost almost everything
of material worth. Devoid of families,
friends, property, they feel an empti-
ness in their hearts. In such hearts the
grace of God is working wonders.
New House at Kaohsiung
Up to the present our confreres on
the island, though living in three dif-
ferent cities, have belonged to one
house, that in Tainan. Father Leo
Fox has been Superior and Father
Thomas Smith has served as his as-
sistant and as procurator. Now a
separate house is to be established in
Kaohsiung, where Father Smith will be
in charge, assisted by Father John
Hickey. Father Fox will remain Su-
perior of the Tainan house, and his
assistant will be Father Jacob John-
son. Father Meijer will remain attached
to the Tainan house. Father Golli will
leave shortly to join the Dominicans
in building and directing their proposed
hospital. But the dispensary at Tainan
will continue to operate under the di-
rection of Father Fox, who will be
assisted by a lay doctor and nurses.
In the near future, steps will be taken
to acquire property and begin build-
ing churches near heavy Catholic cen-
ters in Kaohsiung, Kangsahn, and
Tainan. At Kaohsiung, Father Smith
has fortunately been promised some
Holy Family Sisters, members of a
Chinese community with their mother
house in the town. Sisters are desper-
ately needed in all the missions for
visiting homes, caring for the sick,
working with young girls, and teaching
the children.
Our provincial, Father Stakelum, re-
cently made an extended visitation
of the island. Since his return he has
expressed in glowing terms his ad-
miration of the unflagging work of
the missioners and of the converts
themselves. As he has stated: "These
are not just Baptism converts. They
work at their Faith. Just one of our
missions last year distributed 40,000
Communions." Another of Father
Stakelum's observations dealt with the
matter of providing enough priests for
the staggering amount of work to be
accomplished: "Spiritual conditions on
-Formosa are similar to those at the
time of St. Paul, including the success
he had in winning converts. Basically
it is a question of providing enough
priests. We of the Western Province
have promised to send two priests
each year for an indefinite period."
(Continued on Page Eight)
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St. Francis De Sales
Seminary
(Continued from Page Seven)
Being two and three stores in height,
the west wing will house the faculty,
with the connecting administrative
area to the chapel on the south and
the dining hall and kitchen projecting
on the north. This plan forms a
courtyard on the north side of the
building for the faculty.
The main entrance lobby allows ac-
cess into the administration area to
the left and into the foyer of the
chapel on the right.
East of the chapel on the first floor
are the junior college and high school
classrooms, separated by a large study
and library, with the second floor
planned for high school student dor-
mitories and rest room facilities.
North, off the class room and high
school dormitory section, projects the
three-story college dormitory wing
with 30 two-student room units and
bath facilities on the first and second
floors. The basement area, which is
partially above the exterior ground
level, contains the recreational area
with reading rooms, game rooms,
laundry, barber shop, and commissary
for the college and high school stu-
dents.
Combination Gym and Auditorium
A combination gymnasium and
auditorium forms the east end of this
plant, with a stagecraft area under the
large stage on the north and shower
and rest room facilities on east and
west of the stage, which is readily ac-
cessible for the outdoor athletic ac-
tivities such as baseball, tennis, hand-
ball.
The general construction design of
the entire plant will be reinforced con-
crete skelton structure with structural
steel for wide span roof areas over
the chapel and gymnasium-auditorium,
and fire resistant concrete insulated
roof deck.
Interior finish materials will con-
sist of marble around the entrances,
ceramic glazed structural tile wainscot
and light weight haydite concrete
blocks, and fireproof vermiculite plas-
ter ceilings.
All exterior doors and windows will
be of steel and aluminum. Interior
doors will be flush panel hardwood and
steel. Interior refinements will follow
the trend of modern colleges for living
and educational facilities.
The library and science laboratory
will be modern and complete.
Ample Chapel Facilities
The chapel will contain, besides the
main altar, six side altars, with saw-
tooth fin walls forming an individual
sanctuary for each altar. The main rich
red marble altar, resting on the pre-
della, will be sheltered with a sweeping
curved marble bracket from the pre-
della floor to a height of about eigh-
teen feet to form a monolithic support
for the canopy. A balcony for the
choir loft in the rear of the chapel
will cantilever over the foyer. The
foyer ceiling will be over two stories in
height from the main floor, with a
balcony on the second floor level con-
necting the east and west wings. It
will overlook the foyer and exterior
gardens through a wide expanse of
plate glass.
Formosa
(Continued from Page Seven)
The salvation of many Chinese on For-
mosa will depend on these future mis-
sioners. May God grant the needed vo-
cations, that the Church on Formosa
may continue with the success that it
has enjoyed up to the present.
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Memorial To
Bishop Amat in
San Gabriel Valley.
(Continued from Page Seven) ...
can missions in ruins and uncounted
thousands of Indians with no spiritual
guidance.
Trained though he was in the mis-
sionary tradition of thp Vincentians,
he did not consider the prospect en-
couraging. But Bishop Amat was a
true pioneer and an able administrator.
A survey of his episcopacy of 24 years
is impressive.
Establishing his residence at Santa
Barbara, he immediately visited all the
churches entrusted to his care. He soon
concluded that Los Angeles would be
a better location for the See city. Fav-
orable reply to his request came from
Rome in 1859, whereupon Bishop Amat
took residence at Our Lady Queen of
Angels parish. The Diocese now be-
came officially that of Monterey and
Los Angeles.
Greatest Achievement
Unquestionably, the most prominent
of Bishop Amat's achievements was
the Cathedral, named in honor of St.
Vibiana, whose relics he brought from
Rome in 1855 where they had been
discovered the previous year.
Among other accomplishments was
the introduction of religious commun-
ities who opened schools, the .first be-
ing the Daughters of Charity of St.
Vincent de Paul in 1856. In 1869, .he
attended the Vatican Council. and
shortly after his return, he laid the
Cathedral cornerstone,
The edifice was completed and con-
secrated two years before Bishop Amat
rested from his labors, May 12, 1878.
His body lies under the high altar of
,the Cathedral,: above which repose the
relics of his beloved saint.
Thank You
The Vincentian Foreign Mission So-
ciety was able at the end of 1956 to
send three hundred dollars to the mis-
:sion on Formosa. We would like to
:take this opportunity to thank all those
who so generously contributed the'ir
:time, prayers and stamps to this
worthy cause. We also ask you to con-
tinue helping the missions in this very
simple way. If you have not as yet
sent us stamps we urge you to do so
because we have a growing need for
them.
We ask you to send all types of
Istamps but most especially foreigns and
XU. S. Commemoratives. Please leave
a margin of about a quarter inch
around each stamp. We appreciate
your co-operation and your help.
Very sincerely in St. Vincent
Vincentian Foreign Mission Society
St. Mary's Seminary
Perryville, Missouri
C ircu la tio n .............................................................................................................
. .................................. ............... ........................ ....
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Congratulations To Our Silver Jubilarians
The whole Community rejoices with
the confreres who are celebrating their
silver anniversary of ordination to the
sacred priesthood this year. We give
thanks with them to the beneficent God
who has allowed them these years of
fruitful ministry. We join with them
in asking God for many more years of
labor if such be His holy will. These
jubilarians are scattered over the
country now, but they will all go back
in spirit to that day in June, 1932,
when they received the imposition of
the hands of the bishop in the Semi-
nary Church at Perryville. Perhaps
they will wonder at the goodness of
God in calling them to His service;
perhaps they will marvel at the graces
He has given them throughout the
years; but most of all, they will realize
their own inadequacy in the face of the
Almighty One. May God shower His
choicest blessings upon you on this
the occasion of your silver jubilee, and
may He continue to do so for many
years to come.
Rev. John Casey, C. M.
John Casey was born in St. Louis
on March 10, 1904. He received his
minor seminary education at Cape
Girardeau and entered the novitiate at
Perryville, Missouri, on May 26, 1923.
Two years later he pronounced his
perpetual vows. In the fall of 1926,
Mr. Casey received his first appoint-
ment when he was sent to teach at
the University of Dallas. In 1927 he
returned to the Barrens to complete
his studies for the Sacred Priesthood
and on June 12, 1932 he was ordained
a Priest forever. Father Casey's first
assignment was to St. Vincent's parish,
Los Angeles. In 1941 he left the beau-
tiful state of California for the ex-
pansive ranges of the state of Texas.
Here father was assigned to Holy
Souls Parish, Pampa, and later, to
Sacred Heart in Cotulla. In 1944,
Father acted as an assistant at St.
Stephen's, New Orleans, and finally,
in 1945, he returned to the parish of
his first assignment-St. Vincent's,
L. A.
Rev. John Hogan, C. M.
John Hogan was born and raised in
Chicago. He received his grammar
school education at St. Vincent's,
Chicago, and his minor seminary
training at St. Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. Upon completion
of the two years novitiate, he pro-
nounced his perpetual vows on May
26, 1925. In the fall of 1926, he was sent
to teach at Dallas University. At the
end of that school year he resumed
his studies at Perryville and was or-
dained to the Sacred Priesthood on
June 12, 1932.
Father Hogan's assignments in the
community have been many and varied.
His first appointment was to DePaul
University where he remained till he
was transferred to St. Louis Prep in
1937. In 1941 he was sent for a year to
St. John's Prep in Kansas City. The
next year he entered parish work at
St. Stephen's, New Orleans, and in
1943 he went across town to St.
Joseph's. Two years later Father Ho-
gan was back in St. Louis at St. Vin-
cent's parish. From 1947-49 he acted
as professor of English at St. John's
Prep, San Antonio. For the next several
years Father served on the Miraculus
Medal Novena Band and the Free Mis-
sions. At preesnt he is assigned to the
Vincentian Press in St. Louis.
Father Hogan will celebrate a Solemn
Mass of Silver Jubilee on June 2 in
St. Vincent's Church, St. Louis. Fr.
Eugene McCarthy will be deacon, Fr.
Bernard Guibard will be sub-deacon,
and Fr. Clarence Hug will deliver the
sermon. Another Mass of Jubilee will
be said on June 16 at St. Vincent's
Church, Chicago; Fr. Raphael Kuchler
will be the speaker, Fr. James O'Sul-
livan will be deacon, and Fr. Maurice
Singleton will be sub-deacon.
Rev. Theodore Wangler, C. M.
St. Louis was the birthplace of
Father Theodore J. Wangler. He was
born on August 8, 1905. He received
his early training at Our Holy Re-
deemer School, Chaminade College,
and the minor seminary in Cape Girar-
deau. It was in May, 1923, that he
entered the novitiate in Perryville, and
two years later he professed vows in
the community. The following year was
spent as a professor at Dallas Uni-
versity. He was ordained to the priest-
hood in June, 1932.
Since his ordination Father Wangler
has been busily engaged in the work
of Chicago's DePaul University. He
has held several responsible posts in
the administration of the school, and
at present he is vice-president in
charge of Student Personnel Services.
He and Father Willis Darling are
planning a joint celebration in Chicago
at the end of this month. Father Wang-
ler will celebrate a Solemn High Mass
of thanksgiving in the University
Church of St. Vincent de Paul on
May 26. Ministers at the Mass will be
Father Darling as deacon, Father
Gerald Mullen as sub-deacon. The
president of DePaul University, Father
Comerford J. O'Malley, will deliver a
sermon at the Mass. In the afternoon
there will be an informal reception in
the Alumni Hall.
Rev. Joseph Phoenix, C. M.
The Rev. Joseph Phoenix was born in
Chicago on August 27, 1904. Educated
at Our Lady of Lourdes School and
at DePaul Academy, he entered the
Novitiate on September 16, 1923, and
made his vows in 1925. He taught at
DePaul Academy for the year ending
June, 1927.
Father Phoenix celebrated his first
Solemn Mass at Our Lady of Lourdes
Church in Chicago, on Sunday, May
19, 1932.
His first appointment was St. Vin-
cent's College at Cape, where he re-
mained until 1935. Then he was sent
to DePaul University, and taught at
the University until 1954. At present
he is stationed at Holy Trinity Church
in Dallas.
(Continued on Page Two)
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THE COMPLETION OF ST. VINCENT'S SCHOOL
Miriam, seventh and eighth grades.
The new St. Vincent's school in
Keokuk, Iowa, recently opened its
doors for pupils and teachers. Marking
a significant achievement on the part
of St. Peter's Parish and representing
the generous support of the entire com-
munity, Catholic and Protestant alike,
the beautiful new school is not only
a credit to Keokuk but another great
stride forward in Catholic education
which had its beginnings in Keokuk
in the 1850's.
The old convent at Seventh and
Timea, which the modern building re-
places, was built for the Visitation Sis-
ters who came to pioneer in Keokuk
from their native France to provide
a sound, academic education for the
children of that day, many of them
outside the Church.
Work now is in progress raising the
century-old structure, the name of
which, however, will live on in the new
glass, brick and steel building.
(Continued from Page One)
Rev. Jerome Jourdan, C. M.
Father Jerome Jourdan was born on
New Year's Day, 1902, in Newton,
Illinois. He studied at Vanderhoff
School, Newton High School, and St.
Vincent's College in Cape Girardeau
before entering the novitiate of the
Congregation of the Mission in Perry-
ville on September 27, 1923. It was
just two years later that he professed
final vows in the community, and in
the following year he returned to
the minor seminary, this time as pro-
fessor. He was ordained priest in June,
1932.
Shortly after ordination Father
Jourdan was appointed to the Los
Angeles Preparatory Seminary, where
he remained for about mine years.
During the war he was stationed at
the minor seminary in Cape Girardeau.
In 1946 he moved on to St. John's
Seminary in San Antonio, where he is
working at present.
Rev. Willis Darling, C. M.
The Rev. Willis Darling was born on
a farm in southern Illinois on Nov.
20, 1906. The nearest town was Sparta,
where his Baptism took place. He
began his schooling and made his
first confession, in St; Francis parish at
Portage Des Sioux, Mo., and later at-
tended St. Charles Borromeo Church
and School in St. Charles, Mo., and
St. Patrick Church and School in Al-
ton, Ill. He attended the old Cathe-
dral High School in Alton from Sep-
tember, 1920 to the end of January,
1921 whec he left for St. Vincent's Col-
lege at Cape.
He entered the Novitiate on May 21,
1924 and made his vows two years la-
ter. He was ordained on June 12,
1932, and offered his first Solemn Mass
in St. Patrick's Church, Alton, Ill.
In September of 1932, Father Dar-
ling was sent to Los Angeles College
in Los Angeles, and a year later was
sent to St. Vincent's College at Cape,
where he taught until 1944. During
his last four years at Cape, he also
fulfilled the duties of pastor at Holy
Family Parish. In 1944 he was appoint-
ed pastor of St. Katherine's in New
Orleans and remained there until
1950, when he was sent to Rosati
Hall at Chicago as superior. Rosati
Hall closed in 1952, and then Father
Darling served as assistant dean in
charge of student counselling in the
Liberal Arts College until his ap-
pointment as superior of the house at
DePaul in 1954. He was appointed Pro-
vincial Consulter in 1955.
His Jubilee Mass will be offered on
Saturday, May 25, at ten o'clock in
St. Vincent's Church in Chicago. Father
will have a joint reception with Father
Wangler in the new Alumni Hall Sun-
day, May 26, after the eleven o'clock
Mass.
Rev. James Cahill, C. M.
-Father James Cahill was born in
Chicago on August 27, 1907. He com-
pleted his elementary training in the
parish school of St. Vincent de Paul.
Then he moved on to the minor semi-
nary in Cape Girardeau. It was in
May, 1924, that he graduated from St.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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The Barrens : :
The students wish to express their thanks to all who supported
the recent Student Bazaar. Through your aid the bazaar proved to be a suc-
cess. Half of the proceeds will benefit the foreign missions, and the re-
mainder will be used for student activities,
These are the winners of the prizes:
1st Prize: Mr. George Hutti,Jr.,of StLouis (high-fidelity console
2nd Prize: Mr. John Gordon,of Arcola,Illinois (portable radio).
3rd Prize: Mr. John Cawley, NoC.Mo (quilt).
Father Oscar Miller gave the talks at the days of recollection
held for the Driests of the St.Genevieve and Cape Girardeau deaneries.
Father Miller also renresented the seminary at the Vincentian Aux-
. liary party in St.Louis. Father Sheehy was present at the benefit held in
Chicago.
The Student Foreign Mission Society recently elected officers for
the next school year. Mr, Michael Boyle is the new president, Mr, Donald
Spitzka, vice-president, and Mr. Robert Rohrich, secretary of the organ-
izatin.
The young men from Cape paid us a visit last May Day. They dealt
the scholastics a sound defeat in baseball in the afternoon, In the even-
ing Mr. Berkbigler presented a clever satire for the boys enjoyment.
Two groups of prospective seminarians visited the seminary in re-
cent weeks. Father Welter brought some grammar school boys from LaSalle,
and Mr. Collins was in charge of four students from DePaul Academy.
A few of the students helped out at the education meeting in St.
Louis, They prepared the altars for Mass, cared for the priests' rooms, and
waited on tables.
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St.Vincent's College:
Father Wood reoresented the seminary at the Vincentian Auxiliary
card and bunco party on May 3. The benefit was held in Holy Innocents School
Hall.
The new wall around the swimming pool is virtually completed. All
the work was done by the students, who were directed by Father Wood.
May 26 is the date set for graduation this year. There are seven-
teen seniors in the class. Father Oscar Miller will address the graduates.
Fathers McKinley and Winkleman brought groups of grade school boys
from their parishes recently for a visit of the seminary.
All the students are very proud of their baseball and handball teams,
which did so well against the scholastics in Perryville last May Day. Father
Ross coached the baseball team, while Father Wood directed the handball squad.
There were no tennis matches this year.
Kenrick Seminary:
The tenth provincial education meeting was held here April 22-23,
Father Stakelum was present at the meetings. Father Martin, director of stu-
dies in the province, was the presiding officero Father Oscar Miller served
as secretary. The host of the gathering was Father Nicholas Persich.Speakers
and their tonics:
Father W.Pittman....... "Report on Vocations"
Father F. Doyle,...... "Publi'c Relations in Clerical Life"
Doctor R. Lodge........"Teaching of English in High Schools"
Father E. Riley.. o.., o,"Strengthening the Seminary High School
in View of Accreditation"
Father J.C. Lehane....."The Teaching of English in College"
Fathers J.W. Richardson
and John Richardson.... "Strengthening the Seminary College in View
of Accreditation"
Father Doyle is pastor of Holy Ghost Parish in Berkely, Missouri.
His address treated of the place of public relations in clerical life, and
of the teaching of public relations in the seminary.
St. John's Serminary:
At the end of last month the seminary snonsored a vocation day. Some
240 young men from within and outside the diocese visited the seminary.
St.Louis Preparatory Seminary:
The recently completed high school was dedicated on May 3, with
Archbishop Ritterpresiding and numerous archdiocesan and visiting priests
in attendance. The new structure accommodates 450 students. It was made pos-
sible through the Archdiocesan Expansion Fund at an'expenditure of more than
a half-million dollars.Its location is near the Preparatory Seminary.
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DePaul University:
Father Daniel McHugh, professor of history at the university, has
had a series of articles published in the archdiocesan newspaper, the "New
World". The articles are concerned with the St.Vincent de Paul society. An
es-ecially interesting article is the third of the series, in which Father
McHugh sketches the life of St.Vincent de Paul and the spread of his con-
gregation after .his death, .particularly its development in. the U.S.
Texas
Assurnt ion Seminary:
Archbishop William D. O'Brien, Auxiliary to Samuel Cardinal Stritch
of Chicago, dedicated the new buildings here and at St. John's Seminary.
Archbishop Lucey and Auxiliary Bishop Leven narticinated in the solemn ded-
ication, The buildings are being erected with funds received through the Arch.
bishopns Fund Campaign.
Construction at Assumption includes, besides St.Alice Hall (a dorm-
itory residence named in honor of Archbishop O'Brien's mother), five sep-
arate buildings: four classroom units and a dining-kitchen building
St. John's Seminary:
Three new buildings have been erected on the campus of St. John's,
including a new dining hall, a classroom and science building, and a newi
study hall and library. Future construction, plans call for a chapel. At
Present the seminarians are using the famed Concention Mission for their
chapel. The mission adjoins the seminary grounds.
In its first appearance in the Texas Catholic Interscholastic track
meet held in Dallas at the end of last month, the seminarians won third
place. They were coached by Father Alphonse Hoernig and Edward Danagher.
The seminary team was handicapped by the fact that their grounds do not
contain a cinder track, practice began late, and they had no practice
meets before the state event.
The confreres celebrated the solemn rites of Holy Week at Blessed
Sacrament Academy, where Father John Vidal is chaplain..
Fathers Leonard and Grass attended the provincial education meeting
at Kenrick Seminary in St.Louis.
Father R. O'Brien gave a three-day mission at Brooks Air Force base,
where Father John O'Connor is civilian chaplain.
The seminary was recently host; to a workshop of about fifty boy
scout chaplains. Father Singleton represented St.Leo's parish.
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After classes are completed next month, about 150 prospective vo-
cations will spend a week at the seminary. It is planned to take the young
men through the regular seminary schedule. This is the first time that
such a plan will be carried out at StJohn's.
St. Leo's Parish:
Father Ebisch informs us that Father Huber is the only pastor in
the community who has two rectories and a doctor of theology as an assis-
tant(Father O'Brien).
St. Leo's is a busy parish. In recent weeks there were 131 confirm-
ations and 190 first communions. Baptisms average seven or eight a week.
California
San Francisco: St. Elizabeth's Infant Hospital:
Sister Celestine, Director, writes the following:
"While many people are familiar with the life and work of St. Vin-
cent de Paul, comparatively few know of our beloved St. Louise de Marillac.
To honor her and to acauaint more laymen with her life storyand great work,
our Women's Auxiliary named their quarterly bulletin. "Louise's Work".
"Sister Felicita McLaughlin was honored at a golden jubilee cele-
bration on May 18. A High Mass was celebrated by Father Pennino. Twenty
sisters from six other houses in this area were Dresent for the Mass and
luncheon. In the afternoon, fifty more sipters for entertainment followed by
a buffet supoer."
Arizona
St. Vincent de Paul Parish:
Some pertinent information about the new parish:
The parish was canonically erected by a decree dated January 26,
1957, when it was given to the Vincentians for development and operation.
Father Philip J. LeFevre was appointed to be the first pastor of
the new parish..
The first Sunday Masses were celebrated in -an area of the Phoe-
nix Coliseum. Fortunately, Father LeFevre managed to obtain the use of a
nearby church for baptisms, etc.
The new pastor's goal is to have a school and auditorium (to use
temporarily as a Church), a convent and a permanent rectory operating by
Sentember, 1958. "
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St. John's Displays Three New Buildings
St. John's Seminary at San Antonio recently displayed the three buildings,
shown on this page and page eight, at an open house held at the end of March.
Above, is the spacious new dining hall capable of accommodating 250 students.
Below, is the classroom and science building which contains eight classrooms,
one science laboratory and one General Science lecture-demonstration hall. With
the completion of the classroom building, more than $760,000 has been spent on
the minor diocesan seminary during the past 18 months.
Money for the project was pledged during the Archbishop's Fund Campaign,
conducted in late 1955 and early 1956. Still to be erected on the grounds when
funds become available is a chapel for the seminarians. In the redesigning and
refurbishing of Drossaerts Hall, the chapel space was appropriated to increase
dormitory facilities, and the seminarians are at present using famous old Mis-
sion Conception as a temporary chapel.
The mission, oldest church in the United States dedicated to the Immaculate
Conception, stands just west of the new dining hall on the seminary grounds.
U. S. Health, Welfare
Department's Highest
Award Given To
Daughters of Charity
At Carville
The highest award of the U. S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare was presented on April 11
to the Daughters of Charity who are
on the staff of the leprosarium of the
U. S. Public Health Service hospital
in Carville, La.
This award, in the form of a certifi-
cate, was presented by Marion B.
Folsom, Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, to four Daughters of
Charity who represented the Sisters'
staff at Carville. It was the only group
award of six distinguished service cita-
tions given by the department.
Sisters present for the ceremony were
Sister Alphonsa Aucion, superior of
the Daughters of Charity at the Car-
ville hospital; Sisters Teresa Kelly and
Catherine Sullivan, former superiors
at Carville; and Sister Isabelle Toohey,
visitatrix for the eastern province of
the Daughters of Charity.
Distinguished service awards are
given annually "to individuals and
groups on the basis of outstanding
contributions to the work of the de-
partment."
Citation Was Given
"For Devoted Services"
This citation was "for devoted serv-
ices to the patients of the leprosarium
at Carville, and contributions to the
success of the unique program at this
hospital."
The hospital at Carville is the only
one in continental U. S. devoted solely
to the care of Hansen's disease pa-
tients. There are 21 Daughters of Char-
ity, all graduate nurses, on the hospital
staff. Since 1921 they have been U. S.
Civil Service employees. The entire
hospital staff numbers about 238 per-
sons, many of them commissioned of-
ficers of the U. S. Public Health Serv-
ice.
Daughters Perform
Many Tasks
'The Daughters of Charity serve as
dietitians, pharmacists, medical tech-
nologists and medical record librarians.
But they have not confined their ef-
forts to medical assistance. They have
done outstanding work in maintaining
the morale of the patients through
music therapy, little theatre presenta-
tions and many other recreational ac-
tivities.
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Above, is the new study hall and library recently completed at St. John's Sem-
inary. This building, which is constructed like the dining hall, is likewise capable
of accommodating 250 students.
Rev. James Cahill, C. M.
(Continued from Page Two)
Vincent's College and entered the no-
vitiate in Perryville. He spent the
customary two years on the novitiate,
taking vows in 1926. Six years of in-
tensive training on the scholasticate
followed, and it was in June, 1932,
that he was ordained to the priesthood.
After ordination, Father Cahill was
sent by his superiors to Rome for two
years of graduate study. Upon his
return to the United States he was first
appointed to Kenrick Seminary in
St. Louis, where he worked for almost
fifteen years. His next place of stay
was at the minor seminary in Cape
Girardeau. In 1950 he took up his
present important work in the Confra-
ternity Home Study Service in St.
Louis.
Rev. Wendelin Dunker, C. M.
The Rev. Wendelin J. Dunker was
born in Perryville, on January 7, 1906.
After his education at St. Vincent's
grade and high school, he entered the
Novitiate May 11, 1925, and made his
vows in 1927. He taught at St. Vin-
cent's College for the year beginning
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September, 1928. Shortly after ordina-
tion Father was sent to the missions
in China. Eighteen years were spent
working with the Chinese people. Dar-
ing these years he encountered many
hardships, especially those brought on
by the second World War. In 1950,
Father Dunker left Hongkong for
Rome and then returned to the United
States. On his return Father was ap-
pointed assistant pastor of St. Boni-
face Church, in charge of St. Vin-
cent's Church, Brewer, and at the
present time is the pastor of St. Cath-
erine Laboure Parish in St. Louis.
Rev. Thomas Smith, C. M.
Father Tom Smith was born in New
Orleans on: April 21, 1909. Studies at
Cape followed graduation from St.
Stephen's in New Orleans. Father
Smith entered the Novitiate on July
19, 1925 and took his vows in 1927. His
first year after ordination was spent
studying at Poyang in China. First as-
signment was assistant in the parish at
Yukiang in 1933. In 1935, he was
named pastor of this parish and con-
tinued in that position until expelled
from China by the Communists in
September 1951. In 1950, he was ap-
pointed superior of the Vincentians
in the Diocese of Yukiang. Father
spent 1952 teaching religion at De Paul
University in Chicago. In 1953, he re-
turned to Formosa and was appointed
Econome and Pastor of St. Mary's
Church in Kaohsiung. He is still
Pastor of this parish and has been ap-
pointed Superior of the new com-
munity house at Kaohsiung.
Rev. Preston Murphy, C. M.
Born April 21, 1901, Father Preston
Murphy received his early education
at St. Mary's School and Washington
High School in East Chicago, In-
diana. He entered De Paul University
in Chicago, and after graduation came
to the Novitiate in 1927. He took his
vows in 1929. First appointment after
ordination was teaching at De Paul
Academy in Chicago. In 1936, he was
put on the Mission Band and held
this appointment until May, 1941,
when he entered the army as chaplain
of the 85th Infantry Division Artillery.
He held the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
After five years in the service Father
Murphy returned to the Mission Band.
In 1956, he was sent to St. Thomas'
Parish, Long Beach, Mississippi.
On June 15th, Father will celebrate
a Solemn Mass at St. Thomas' in
Long Beach, assisted by Rev. George
O'Malley and Rev. Paul O'Malley. Rev.
Frank Murphy will preach the sermon.
E iU Ior............................ ......... ............................. ....... ........................................
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Tu Es Sacerdos in Aeternum
Rev. Martin J. Culligan,
C. M.
Father Martin J. Culligan, by his or-
dination to the Priesthood on June 2,
terminates years of active and pro-
ductive labor as a Student here at
Perryville. His industry, especially in
creative work, was particularly note-
worthy. The revamping and moderniza-
tion of the methodology and equip-
ment of the bindery are owing to his
efforts. Along the line of hob-
bies Father Culligan has many,
but photograhy seems to have
headed the list. He has been
personally responsible for most of the
photographic work appearing in Com-
munity publications in recent years:
for example, the vocational literature
for vocations both for major and minor
seminaries, the recreational building
brochure and the DeAndrein pictures.
A more tangible mark of his interest
in this art was the part he played in
the construction of the new photo-
graphy room on the ground floor of
the library building. With hobbies and
interest ranging from bookbinding and
photography to woodcraft and decorat-
ing, it is quite obvious that Father Cul-
ligan is a man of wide interests.
In the scholastic field, Father Cul-
ligan is presently studying for an M. A.
in Speech during the summer ses-
sions at St. Louis University.
An active participant in various stu-
dent activities, our ordinand directed
(Continued on Page Eight)
At the summit of the mountain
which he has been climbing for the
past ten years, having reached the
object of his strivings, the greatest
achievement -which any man can at-
tain, the Priesthood, Reverend Gerald
Brown, C. M. can look back on a full
life. Now, he can see that all the
events of this life, which may have ap-
peared purposeless and undirected,
were in fact ordered by the Providen-
tial finger of God to bring him to his
glorious vocation, that of the Priest
of God.
Born in St. Louis on September 10,
1927, he was baptised by his greatuncle,
Reverend Gerald McMahon. He re-
ceived his primary education at Blessed
Rev. Gerald Brown, C. M.
Sacrament School and is an alumnus
of McBride, a Catholic high school
near his home in St. Louis. Soon after
high school he joined the Navy and
went on active duty. Within four
months, he was shipped out for Japan
and China and remained in the East
for another four months. Two months
later he received his discharge and
began working at a Civil Service job.
Before the Navy, Jerry had signed
to go to St. Vincent's Preparatory
Seminary at Cape Girardeau, Mis-
souri, but certain events prevented
this. Now, he was free to follow his
vocation. Consequently he entered the
seminary at Cape Girardeau on No-
vember 2, 1947, and spent the remainder
(Continued on. Page Eight)
Michael Pfeifer was born in Chicago
on Nov. 19, 1928. He attended grade
school at St. Thomas of Canterbury.
He began his high school training at
De Paul Academy; then, deciding to
study for the priesthood, he spent two
years at Quigley, Chicago's minor
seminary. Peeeling a call to the Vin-
centian life, Michael went to Cape for
his senior year, and entered the No-
vitiate at Perryville in May of 1948.
He pronounced his perpetual vows two
years later. During his summers on
the Scholasticate, Michael has studied
music at the Southeast Missouri State
College in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
As a seminarian, Mike has shown
an interest in student activities. He
has always been on hand to speak
his mind at Mission meetings. We are
very grateful for his contribution of
time and talent in playing the organ
for our musical productions. No matter
how tedious the rehearsals and re-
rehearsals, his calm demeanor was
never ruffled.
Mike is also known for his authori-
tative announcements in chapel and
other instructions regarding the Holy
Chant. We are used to seeing him be-
hind the organ or before the choir
directing the singing of Solemn Mass.
Father Pfeifer will celebrate his
first Solemn Mass at St. Thomas of
Canterbury's Church in Chicago, on
the ninth of June. Assisting him as
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rev. Michael Pfeifer, C. M.
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Rev. Francis Crowley, C. M.
Father Francis Crowley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Crowley, Sr., will
celebrate his first Solemn High Mass
at Our Lady Help of Christians Church
on June 9. He will be assisted at the
Mass by Father Lee Trapp, C. M., and
Father Albert Lee, C. M. The Right
Reverend Monsignor Richard Kelly
will serve as archpriest, and Father
Michael McHugh, C. M. will deliver
the sermon.
A native Chicagoan, Father Crowley
was born on April 17, 1929. He at-
tended grammar school in St. Mel's
parish, and later in Our Lady Help of
Christians parish. Entrance into the
Quigley Preparatory Seminary on
Chciago's north side marked the be-
ginning of his studies for the priest-
hood. After spending two years at
Quigley, Father Crowley transferred
to our minor seminary in Cape Girar-
deau, where he graduated in May, 1948,
(Continued on Page Eight)
"Look up and see that the fields
are ripe for the harvest, and he who
reaps receives a crown.. "
June 2, 1957, will be a long remem-
bered day for Father Cashman and his
family. This day of ordination brings
to the new priest in the most intimate
of ways the commission of Christ to go
and work in his harvest. At such a time,
what one is able to speak or write in
the way of Congratulations seems only,
in the saying of Shakespeare, "Words,
words, words." A new priest has God's
congratulations, and in that, we
place our own.
Fr. Cashman is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cashman of Resurrection
Parish, Chicago, Ill. Five other mem-
bers of his family have entered the
reilgious life and the name is not a
strange one in the family of St. Vin-
cent. Two uncles, Fr. James Cashman
(now deceased) and Fr. Edward Cash-
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rev. Albert Henry Lee, C. M.
One of the first philosophers should
have been asked to write this article.
They have had Father Lee as their
math professor for the greater part
of this semester and they could most
likely supply some interesting material
about him. They thought he was a
fine teacher until he gave his first
exam and then it was a different story.
But the author of this article remem-
bers the time when he needed some
algebraic measurements for a stage
construction. The problem was taken
to Al who quickly figured it out-and
the measurements were perfect.
And Father Lee has left other im-
pressions behind. Remember his char-
acter parts in "Harvey" and "Dooley
Arrived?" Remember his able direction
of the seminary adaptation of "No
Time For Sergeants?" One could not
say that he was inhibited or ill at ease
in a crowd. He could always be relied
upon for a light touch of. humor even
(Continued on Page Eight)
On behalf of the entire Provi
Ordination class of 1957 and to thei
We pray that the Spirit of Liý
acters that can never be erased, th
cessful only in the measure that tl
life of which the Holy Spirit is the
SOURCE and Fill their hearts with '
no real happiness except in this li
life.
Joseph Dowd was born in Michigan
on Dec. 16, 1930. He received his pri-
mary education at St. Stephen's school,
Port Huron, Michigan. Upon gradua-
tion he enrolled at our minor semi-
nary at Cape Girardeau. After four
years there he entered the novitiate
and on May 23, 1950, pronounced his
perpetual vows in the community chap-
el.
After completing his course in
philosophy at Perryville, he went to
Southeast Missouri State College at
Cape Girardear for summer school.
There he majored in library science
and for one summer taught English for
the required hours of practice teaching.
During his student days he showed
his talent as an athlete and as an
actor. He was one of the regulars
on the baseball team and was in the
softball league at the State College
at Cape. As an actor he was in such
student productions as "Harvey" and
"Paint Your Wagon," and this Christ-
mas he directed the play entitled "De-
tective Squad 21."
Father Dowd will say his first Solemn
Mass at St. Stephen's Church, Port
Huron, Michigan, on June 8. Rev.
Robert E. Burke will be the deacon,
Rev. Joseph Ritter the subdeacon, and
Very Rev. Gerald Walker, O. F. M.
the archpriest. The sermon will be
preached by Rt. Rev. E. J. McCormick.
Rev. James Cashman, C. M. Rev. Joseph Dowd, C. M.
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Missouri
The Barrens:
The appointment of Father James Fischer to succeed Father Daniel
Martin as superior of this house has been announced.
Two of the seminary priests have recently given talks at commence-
ment exercises. Father Miller spoke at the Cape exercises, and Father
Lynch delivered an address at those of St.Vincent High School in Perry-
ville.
Summer school at four different locations will begin for the stu-
dents sometime this month. Thbse studying at Cape Girardeau start in the
first week of this month; those at Perryville,St.Louis, and Chicago will
begin their studies later in the month. Previous to the opening of the var-
ious summer schools there will be a work order at Camp St.Vincent. The camp
will open officially on July 16.
Brother Albert recently delivered vocation talks in three nearby
high schools. He spoke at St.Vincent High School in Perryville, at Valle
High School in: St.Genevieve, and at St.Joseph High School in Farmington.
Congratulations are certainly due to all our ordinands; but feli-
citations are in order as well for those others who have taken important
steps in the community. So our sincere compliments to:
Those who have renewed their vows in the Congregation: Mr.Timothy
Madden,MrNeal Belter,Mr.Richard Hurley,Mr.Robert Rohrich.,Mr.Hugh 0 Donnell
and Mr.Robert Scherer.
Those who have taken temporary vows: Mr.James Seghers,Mr.Robert
Rousseau ,Mr.Louis Fortenberry,MrJohn Overkamp,Mr.Jerome Kotnour,Mr Au-
gust Melito ,Mr.John Sauerhage ,Mr Paul Weber Mro Thomas Grace,and Mr.Robert
Roppel.
tomm
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Those who have pronounced Good Purposes: Mr.Francis Fuller,Mr.Don-
aid Jeanne ,r.John Lottes,Mr.Patrick Shine,Mr.Philip O'Donnell,Mr.James Fer-
gus ,Mr.John Cawley,Mr.Lawrence Bereswill,and Mr.Paul Golden.
0Our congratulations also to the large number of young men who have
just been formally received into the novitiate: MroJoseph Hess,Mr,Joseph
O' Grady,Mr.Angelo Neophitos,Mr.Eugene Gagnepain,Mr.Robert DeCesare,Mr.Oscar
Lukefahr,Mr.Michael Nawara,Mr.Daniel Kelly,Mr,Louis Arcenaux,Mr.Jules Leau-
mont,Mr.Francis Harden,Mr.Robert Chap,Mr.Lawrence Koncewicz,Mr.William
White,Mr.James Seiber,and Mr.Richard Stockman.
St.Louis Preparatory Seminary:
Father Donald Ryan has been appointed principal and vice-rector of
the seminary, while Father Melito has become first prefect.
Illinois
DePaul University:
The university's College of Commerce has been admitted to full
membership in the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.
This announcement was made during the association's annual meeting in Phil-
adelphia. Of more than four hundred schools offering collegiate study in
business administration, eighty-eight hold membership in the American As-
sociation. Admission to membership implies accreditation. The College of
Commerce, headed by Father Owen Quigley, is the largest Catholic collegiate
school of business in the United States, Present plans call for moving the
college to the new DePaul Downtown Center in Sentember of 1958. The school
will occupy five floors of the Loop. building donated to the university by
the Frank J. Lewis Foundation.
The university's law school, largest in the state of Illinois,
will move into new quarters next September. The College of Law thus becomes
the second major division of the university to occupy the new Frank J. Lew-
is Center. The seventh and eighth floors will be occunied exclusively by
this school. These floors represent 2i times the space currently used by
the College of Law.
St.Vincent' s Seminary:
On the 19th of May the trustees attended a Solemn Mass in the sem-
inary chapel. Father Comerford O'Malley delivered a talk.
Father John Richardson gave the sermon closing the Forty Hours'
devotions here at the seminary.
Father Ganel has given talks at St.Michael's Parish in Orland
Park, and to the Knights of Columbus in Morris. He also conducted a gram-
mar school retreat in Lake Zurich, where he also addressed the parents'
club.
Freshman enrollment for September totals at least forty boys,
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A dinner was held In honor of Father Barrett, Who has been trans-
ferred to DePaul University, where he continues his work as nrocurator,
The seniors of DePaul Academy will make their graduation retreat
at the seminary early next month.
Texas
At a recent meeting of the Texas branch of the Catholic Library
Association, Father J. Godden Menard was unanimously elected recording sec-
retary for a two-year term.
Louisiana
St.Josenh Parish:
Fathers Hymel and Dicharry were present at the dedication cere-
monies of the new multi-million dollar city hall. This is but one of sev-
eral new structures planned in the 21-million dollar Civic Center, all of
which lies within the boundaries of the parish.
Father Hymel delivered invocations at several large downtown con-
vent ions.
Father Vincent Smith, chaplain at Hotel Dieu, presided at the
state convention of the Medical Association, at which there were more than
seven hundred doctors nresent.
Father Miget gave a retreat for the girls of the public high school,
an, exercise sponsored by the Daughters of Charity of StJosenh's.
Father Dicharry conducted retreats for the young men and girls of
the public high schools in Bay St.Louis,Mississippi.
Father Marsch was in charge of the Forty Hours' devotions which
were held at St.Katherine's Parish.
Father McDonnell,chaplain at DePaul,delivered the high school grad-
uation address,
In recent weeks the oriests of the narish, have set un twenty-
eight Christian home study clubs among both the Catholics and non-Catho-
lics of the narish. The text of the program is based on "Father Smith In-
structs Jackson". A.p.roxim.ately 250 persons are engaged in these study
clubs, The time limit has been placed -at seven weeks. I a•e "b
has been set up an inquiry class for non-Catholics twice a week.
Physical improvements of the church havgebeen considerable. In
the past few months, the whole interior of the building has been reoainted
and refurbished. Lighting has been improved. The statues have been re-
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painted and rearranged. The exterior of the church has been cleaned and
waterproofed. Other exterior improvements have greatly enhanced the beauty
of the structure.
California
Los Angeles:
A new Newman Center for Catholic students at the University of
Southern California was recently begun here. The Newman Club chaplain is
Father Francis Koeper. Separate groups have been formed in the club for var-
ious graduate schools: Father Patrick DOBrien is in charge of the Linacre
Guild for medical students, which meets monthly.
St.John's Seminary:
Father GeoS. Dolan , former professor here, has been appointed to
succeed Father John Cronin, for thirty-six years the director of the Daugh-
ters of Charity of the Western Province. Father Dolan will be officially
installed into his new office on Pentecost Sunday by Archbishop Ritter of
St.Louis.
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we offer sincere congratulations to the
my relatives and friends.
i11 imprint upon their minds, in char-
uth; that their apostolate will be suc-
;hemselves live that supernatural inner
eign PRINCIPLE, and Jesus Christ the
oy and strength, and show them there is
imitation and sharing in Thine own
Father Louis Franz was born in New
Orleans on July 27, 1931. Upon com-
pletion of his elementary education
at St. Stephen's, Fr. Franz entered
the Cape and later came to the no-
vitiate at Perryville. He pronounced his
vows two years later on May 23, 1950.
Probably the most outstanding char-
acteristic of Fr. Franz is his avid
interest and relish of English Litera-
ture, the subject in which he has been
majoring during the past four sum-
mers at St. Louis University. But his
enjoyment and enthusiasm are not con-
fined to this one subject, but carry
over to everything he does-from
monopoly and squirrel hunting to
class preparation and intellectual con-
versations. In everything, Fr. Franz
would focus his full attention on the
present moment.
As a community man, Fr. Franz's ac-
tivities were many and varied. He
could always be counted on to lend
his talents to minstrels and plays. It
will be a long time before the Barrens
forgets his steller performance of
Captain Queeg in the seminary produc-
tion of "The Caine Mutiny Trial," or
his exceptional rendition of the Cap-
tain in the "Captains Palm" production.
In 1956 he directed the incomparable
student musical production of "Paint
Your Wagon." For several years his ex-
cellent voice could be heard in the
bass section of the Christmas Falso.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Father Thomas Cawley, C. M., was
born near Lawrence, Kansas on Janu-
ary 14, 1930. He attended the Parochial
Grade School in Valley Falls for one
year and Mackey Public School, Leav-
enworth County, for seven years until
1944, when he graduated. For his high
school training he attended St. John's
Preparatory Seminary in Kansas City,
Missouri. He entered the Novitiate on
June 3, 1948, and pronounced his holy
vows two years later.
Throughout his years on the student
side Father Cawley has been a hard
worker on the Crusade Courses and
during the year 1955 he was director
of the Courses.
He has taken an active part in many
of the dramatic productions put on
by the Students. Two of the plays in
which Father gave outstanding per-
formances were "Murder In the
Cathedral" and "Twelve Angry Men."
(Continued on Page Eight)
Father Combarros was born on the
eighteenth of November, 1929, in a
small town of Carral in the province of
Leon. He entered the Apostolic school
of Villafranca Del Bierzo while still a
young boy. After finishing his course
of studies there, he began his novitiate
in 1949 at Hortaleza. At the end of
the year the whole class was trans-
ferred to the novitiate in Limpias in
Santander. After completing their
second year, the class returned to Hor-
taleza where Father took his temporary
vows on the twenty-seventh of Sep-
tember, 1951.
After completing his philosophical
studies in Hortaleza, he was assigned
to the Philippine Province. In order to
be better prepared for the work in the
Philippine Islands, Father Combarros
was sent to the United States to ac-
quire some facility in the seeemingly
illogical English language. Father and
his companions arrived in Perryville in
the early part of June, 1953.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rev. Laurentino Combarros,
C. M.
Father Pedro Incera is a Spanish
Confrere from the town of Arnuero,
Santander. He was born on June 19,
1931. Pedro finished his minor semi-
nary training at Murguia, Alava, and
entered the Novitiate on September
27, 1949. His first year in the Com-
munity was spent at Hortaleza, Ma-
drid. From there he went to Limpias,
Santander, where, during the course
of his second year, he studied Phi-
losophy. After pronouncing his tem-
poral vows in 1951, he finished his
philosophical studies in the place
where he began his Community life,
at Hortaleza.
It was early in 1953 that Pedro learn-
ed that .he was to go to America and
from there to the Philippines. From
the time that he first set foot in the
United States he seemed to take to the
American way of life-from eating
(Continued on Page Eight)
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FATHER CULLIGAN
a successful play entitled Twelve Angry
Men two Christmasses ago and took
part in several productions while here
at Perryville.
After a secondary education at both
DePaul Academy in Chicago and St.
Vincent's College at Cape, he entered
the Novitiate in May, 1947 and pro-
nounced his perpetual vows two years
later on May 19, 1949.
His first Solemn Mass will be cele-
brated on June 9th at Saint Barnabas
Church in Chicago. The Rev. Norbert
O'Connell, the Pastor, will be the
Arch-priest. The other ministers will
be Rev. Kevin McHugh as Deacon and
Rev. James J. McHardy, C. M. as Sub-
deacon. Rev. Edward P. Rowland, C.
M., will deliver the sermon.
FATHER BROWN
of the school year making up for his
lack of Latin. He entered the Novi-
tiate at Perryville on May 22, 1948, and
spent the two usual years there pre-
paring for vows. On May 23, 1950, he
took his perpetual vows of Poverty,
Chastity, Obedience and Stability and
became a member of the Vincentian
Community.
The next seven years were spent on
the Scholasticate at Perryville, years
wholly occupied with the usual major
seminary curriculum. During his last
three summer school sessions he ma-
jored in accounting at the State
Teacher's College at Cape Girardeau.
If asked for a mark cnaracterising
Jerry, immediately his cheerfulness
would have to be pointed to. You
could never meet him without receiving
a cherry greeting and that ever-ready
smile of his. Also, he is a real mixer
and can always be counted on for any
sport or every type of entertainment.
Father Brown will sing his first
Solemn High Mass at Our Lady of
Sorrows parish in St. Louis on the
9th of June. His ministers will be Rev-
erend Joseph Begue, C .M. and Rev-
erend Stafford Poole, C. M. Another
of his great-uncles, Monsignor Joseph
McMahon will preach the sermon.
FATHER PFEIFER
Deacon will be Rev. John Flanagan; as
Subdeacon, Rev. James O'Malley, and
as Archpriest, Rev. William Rogers.
Rev. Thomas Munster, C. M., will de-
liver the sermon.
FATHER CROWLEY
then he moved on to the novitiate
in Perryville. After two years of no-
vitiate training he professed his per-
petual vows in the Congregation of the
Mission and moved over to the scholas-
ticate to undertake the philosophical
and theological preparation for Holy
Orders.
For four summers, while in the the-
ological department of the semi-
nary, Father Crowley attended classes
at the Southeast Missouri State
Teacher's College, where he majored in
mathematics and education. It was
while at this school that he rose to
fame as the left-fielder of the fabulous
"Wing-Dings," a champion softball
team comprised almost exclusively of
seminarians from the Barrens.
It is difficult to pinpoint just what
we here at the seminary will miss most
about Father Crowley. For this writer
it is his example of cool determination.
That same determination, put to work
in the field of the ministry, certainly
will bring great rewards to himself
and to the Church. May God grant
that it be so.
FATHER CASHMAN
man, Administrator of Our Lady of
the Miraculous Medal Parish, Monte-
bello, California, are Vincentians.
Before entering the Novitiate at Per-
ryville, Father Cashman- had attended
Quigley, the minor seminary of the
Chicago diocese, and St. Vincent's Col-
lege, Cape Girardeau, Missouri, the
preparatory seminary of the Congrega-
tion of the Mission. He made his vows
on June 4, 1950 and advanced through
the various minor orders to the deacon-
ate which he received October 7, 1956
at the hands of the Most Rev. Charles
Helmsing, now bishop of the Cape Gir-
ardeau-Springfield diocese.
Father Cashman's first Solemn Mass
will be celebrated at Resurrection
Parish, Sunday, June 9. May his priest-
hood bring him the crown promised
to those who gather the harvest.
FATHER LEE
in seemingly dark situations. Al could
take some of the most commonplace
things and make them funny.
Father Albert Lee, C. M. was born
in Chicago on September 15, 1930. He
attended Resurrection Gram mar
School in that city from 1936 to 1944
and then entered Quigley Preparatory
Seminary where he spent two years.
His last two years of high school
were spent at Cape and he entered
the Novitiate on May 23, 1948 and
pronounced his vows two years later.
For the past four summers he has
been taking math courses and has
also fulfilled his practice teaching
requirements at Cape Girardeau.
Father Lee will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass on Sunday, June 16. The
Deacon for the Mass will be the Rev.
James Cashman, C. M., and the Sub-
deacon will be the Rev. Francis Crow-
ley, C. M., both classmates of Father
Lee. The Arch-priest will be the Rev.
Lee Trapp, C. M. and the Rev. John
Flanagan, assistant pastor at St. Pat-
rick's Parish, Janesville, Wisconsin,
will deliver the sermon.
FATHER FRANZ
In addition to these occupations he
is well noted for his activities in the
bindery as well as his three years of
devoted service to the DeAndrein, two
of which years he served as editor.
Father Franz will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass at St. Stephen's in New
Orleans on June 9, at 10 a. m. He
will be assisted by the Very Rev. Otto
Meyer, C. M., as archpriest; Rev. Ray-
mond White, C. M., as deacon; and
Mr. Merlin Mulvihill, S. J., as subdea-
con. The Very Rev. Maurice Hymel, C.
M., will deliver the sermon.
FATHER CAWLEY
During the summer of 1953, Father
was enrolled at Southeast Missouri
State Teachers College in Cape Girar-
deau. The following summer he enter-
ed St. Louis University where he is
studying for a master's degree in Latin.
Father Cawley will celebrate his
first Solemn Mass in St. John's
Church, Lawrence, Kansas on June
9th, at 10:30 a. m.
FATHER COMBARROS
Fr. Laurentino Combarros, Larry, as
he was quickly called for our conven-
ience, immediately adapted himself to
the strange ways of his "Gringo" con-
freres. He was well liked for his quiet
manner, his ready smile, and for being
a good sport.
Father has been attending Cape
Teacher's College during the summer,
where he has taken various English
courses in order to be well prepared
for his coming work in the Philippines.
Father will sing his first solemn
Mass in his parish church of San
Martin. After a few weeks with his
family, he will join his confreres who
have preceded him to the Philippines.
We hope and pray that he will con-
tinue the excellent work that our con-
freres have been doing there. "Adios,"
Larry.
FATHER INCERA
corn at meals to watching a good old-
fashioned baseball game on Television.
He has been most active scholastically,
on the athletic field, and behind the
keyboard of the Hammond Organ.
Scholastically he has been most con-
scientious and industrious; on the
athletic field he is naturally inclined
to all sports from soccer to handball.
In soccer he is considered by those
who play against him as one of the best.
Music is one of his greatest loves.
If he is not found in the music room
listening to a good piece of classical
music he may be found practicing the
organ or the piano. Possessed with an
attractive personality, Pete is a ready
conversationalist. He will be missed.
During his last three summers, Pete
has been down at Cape studying Music
and English.
-Father Incera will celebrate his first
Low Mass for the Cape Students on
June 3rd. Almost immediately after-
wards he will leave for New York and
from there home to Spain. He will have
a short vacation with his parents and
relatives before going to the Philippines.
His first Solemn Mass will be sung in
the Church of the Assumption, Sestao,
Vizcaya.
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